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.Trustees :vote down ope~-class move
By Jayne Sears
The Executive Committee of
the University System Board of
Trustees voted five to one against
a motion mad~ by Trustee Nathan Battles that would allow
trustee members "access to all
UNH classroo:ins and UNH activities."
Battles made the motion after
trustee· member · D. Alan Rock
was discouraged by University
President Eugene NI11Is from
visiting _ a newswriting class
taught by part time lecturer and
Boston Globe columnist Jack
Thomas.
Battles did not attend t~e E~ecutive committee meeting because of a ''conflict with another
meeting" according to Board
Chairman Richard Morse.

Sen. D. Alan Rock

"On the face it is not an of- 10.171(s) which states: "visitors ·ing (of Mills' letter to him last
fensive · motion," said Trustee may be admitted to individual December) indicated" that he
Paul Holloway. "The problem a- classes with the consent of the in- had been "denie'd access" to
rises when the implications are structor. Active participation by Thomas' classroom.
explained."
" I didn't think I had to call
the visitor in class discussions is
According to Holloway, a com- permitted only upon invitation of Jack Thomas and ask if I could
ment made at an earlier meeting ' the instructor."
sit in on his class," said Rock.
indicated that Rock had intended
Mills explained that he had dis- "I will never call Jack Thomas
to evaluate Thomas' teaching . couraged Rock from visiting and ask to sit in on his class."
"I was refused (access) in a
performance.
Thomas'. class because he
Holloway termed Battles' . mo- thought it was "not beneficial in statement from Durham. I don't
tion "dangerous" because he con- liizht of the assumed Pva luation think rl tr11stPP h~s to ~sk to go
anywhere in the University Sysidered it "unnecessary and a of a faculty member."
motion that says one tht_l!g and is
'' A prior phone call (to a· pro- stem. Courtesy be damned," said
fessor before visiting his class) is Rock.
explained as another. "
Rock was the only member of
"Trustees have never been bar- a common courtesy," said Unired from attending University ac- versity System Chancellor Bruce the Executive Committee to vote
tivities," said Mills. "In light of Poulton. "I don't think in 25 years in favor of the Battles motion.
Chancellor Bruce Poulton abthe existing tradition there is no I've heard of anyone being rereason to change the existing fused (admittance to a Univer- stained from voting.
sity classroom).''
policies."
Mills referred to University rule
According to Rock, the "word- TRUSTEES, page 8 ·

Thomson ·
avoids
protesters

Roof repair budget
is called inadequate
By Matt Vita
The service department submitted Friday a five-year plan to
Budget Vice Provost Allan
Prince for repairing roofs and
buildings ori camp-us that would
cost the University over $1.~
million for the five-year period.
According to Eugene Leaver,
director of the physical plant, this
plan represents a "bare
minimum" of what his office
needs to effectively repair roofs
· and buildings in order to prevent
the amount of leaking that has
plagued the University during the
past two winters.
Herbert Cilley, assistant direc. tor Qf maintenance, said that
between 30 and 35 out of about 100
University buildings have
· leaking problems. This includes a
leak in Thompson Hall in the same
room in whicp the University's

•
twice
By Mark Pridham _
MANCHESTER--Thev

were

a

motley crew, tnose 35 protesters
who braved a cold Manchester
morning Saturday to tell New
Hampshire's governor in no uncertain terms that they were upset with his visit to South Africa.
They were upset with his praise
of South African Prime Minister·
John Vorster, upset with the way
he condoned that country's racial
policies and harassment of
blacks, upset because Meldrim
Thomson, never showed up as
scheduled on the Delta jet that
was supposed to return him fo
Manchester's Grenier Airport.
They were upset because
Meldrim Thomson got wind of the
planned demonstration and took
a detour to Boston's Logan Airport, where the governor's chauffeured limousine whisked him
back to his private home in Orford.
Bob Callen was one of those
protesting Thomson's trip to
South Africa, partly because he
says some of governor's
statements were racist and also
because he wants Thomson's job
and knew he would get media
coverage.
Callel!ia short, stubby man who
appears to be in his _late-50',s,
looks more like a character from
a Woody Allen movie than a candidate for governor of New Hampshire.
With his jet-black hair all
slicked back and looking greasy,
and a full grey beard which was
equally gaudy, Callen marched
about the airport lobby seeking
attention from reporters and the
channel 11 television crew amid
chants of "Mel won't face the
people! Mel won't face the
. people!''
carrying a large sign which read

Gov. Meldrim Thomson avoided these protesters at Grenier Field in Manchester Saturday by returning from his
South African tour via Boston's Logan Airport. (Steven
Morrison photo)

new $90,000 INFO..ltSWITCH
telephone system computer is
housed. The computer was not
damaged, according to a
spokesman from the University's
Facilities Planning office, which
manages the system.
Prince had asked the physical
plant office for a five-year plan
for repair and maintenance of
University buildings, but Leaver
said Friday that Prince will be
"shocked" at the amount of
money his department asked for.
"We had talked about spending
only $150,000 a year, but when we
put it all together, it came out
twice that," Leaver said.
Prince said Friday that he
preferred not to comment on the
plan until he had time to evaluate
it. Eventually, Prince will submit
LEAKS, page 9

Rick Bean returning
while Pub _changes

"Thomson is a racist," Callen . thick frozen steam. She said she By Michael Minigan
remainder of the semester.
seemed uninterested in Thom- had a "feeling" that Thomson
Disc Jockey Rick Bean has been
Kane also said the Pub will be
son's South African trip and the was going to avoid the group, and rehired by the MUB Pub as part closed on Monday and Tuesday
statements he made, but eager to early that morning she opted for of a changeover in the booking . nights, effective immediately.
discuss what he calls his ''uphill a down parka and a wool cap so system there, Pub Food and Bev"At a meeting of the Pub Board
fight to the governor's office."
she could continue the prptest in erage Service Manager Rich of Directors last Thursday, Mel
Medora Hamilton, a 44-year old front of Bridges House, the state- Kane said yesterday.
Sandler (Hotel Administration
Laconia housewife, made the one owned
governor's
official
Bean will be in the Pub on professor and board member)
hour trip to Grenier Airport residence in East Concord.
Sunday and Wednesday nights ef- made a proposal which, in esbecause she is concerned about
Hamilton said she decided to fective next week, Kane said.
sence, has me doing the booking
South Africa's 19 million blacks.
continue the protest with the
Bean has been hired for four of the entertainment,'' Kane said.
"I want Thomson and the rest group in front of the governor's weeks, with a subsequent evalua- "In essence, this is the same sitof the world to know that there's a residence for 12 hours ''to show tion of the Pub situation by its uation that existed last spring."
good contfogent of-New Hamp- support for the people of South board of directors determining
Kane handled all entertainshire people who are opposed to Africa."
any further booking, Kane said.
ment in the Pub prior to last
wnat ne unomson) is doing," she
"I'm really upset with the
With the resignation of the stu- semester when the student comsaid. "I want people to know that governor," Hamilton said. "He dent Pub Entertainment Com- mittee was initiated.
New Hampshire is a state where not only insulted the New Hamp- mittee, Kane said he will ·do the
Kane said he will be working
people are opposed to racism and shire voters, but he's made us booking for the Pub until the with the new members of the enbigotry.''
the laughing stock of the world.''
spring vacation. The Pub evalua- tertainment committee, who have
Hamilton was dressed warmly
Hamilton said she knows "a tion will be necessary before a yet to become active.
that morning, and her horneddecision is made about who will
rim glasses were coated with THOMSON, page 14
. book the entertainment for the . MUB PUB, page 5

.---~---~--------------INSIDE------

Oil barge sinks off Newington
An oil barge with about 30,000 barrels of oil split in two and sank at the Atlantic
Terminals pier on the Piscataqua River in Newington last night.
According to UPI, the Coast Guard reported that most of the number six oil remained in the barge and as of now is "characterized as a minimal spill.''.
Philip Hughes, a company spokesman for Atlantic Terminals. said none of the industrial heating oil had spilled.
No injuries were reported.
The barge , Bouchard 105, which is owned by Bouchard Barge Lines in New York
was tied at the pier when it went down.
.
Spokesmen at the scene said no cause for the breakup was known immediately.
The Coast Guard said that although the 340-foor barge sank, it remains above the
water surface. Jet lines were contracted from a Boston firm to pump the oil
from the barge into shore tanks.

Interview
Page 3 contains three
interviews;with Governor's Council member Dudley Dudley,
UNH President Eugene Mills, and Chancellor Bruce Poulton.
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News Briefs
Thomson critics ...
Fourteen religious leaders in New Hampshire have denounced
Gov. Meldrim Thomson's praise of the South African government which occurred during his recent 11 day tour of the
.
country.
According to The Boston Globe, a joint statement y,as read
:-iunday from the pulpits of eight faiths, and by the Roman
Catholic and Episcopal bishops of New Hampshire.
The statement took exception to Thomson's . remarks about
t,he high level of freedom in the racially torn ·count~y. "The
situation is quite the contrary ...Injustices and denials of...
freedom continue unabated," the statement said:.

... include Roberts
House Speaker George Roberts has joined the growing list of
critics denouncing Gov. Meldrim Thomson's statements of support for the white minority government of South Africa.
Robe~ts called some of Thomson's statements a "cheap shot,"
and said, "The governor is way past the bounds of political
decency, as well as being far beyond the limits of good taste.
"He (Thomson) said that he doesn't believe in racial
segregation in the United States," _Roberts said, "and yet apparently he believes that racial segregation is right for South
Africa.
"In America, we think that a chance at development is not a
'rriv:lege'," said Roberts , "but that it is a right, a right for all
citizens."

Moonies recruit
Members of the Unification · Church have been witnessing
on campus, MBB Director Gregg Sanborn said yesterday.
"We uphold open and candid dialogue with the Unification
Church,'' Sanborn said, "But do not agree with coercion, harassment, or intimidation.
"I think that Charles Wheeler (the director of the Unification
Church in New Hampshire) is actively recruiting new members,"
he added.
Foster's Daily Democrat reported last week that "Wheeler
said the Unification Church will continue to look for office
space in Durham."

Hood House transport
A system to transport non-emergency patients referred by
Hood House to area hospitals is scheduled to begin on ·February
15, according to Assistant Director of the Health Services David
Regan.
UNH vehicles will be used to transport the patients from 4 p.m.
to 8 a.m. Monday through Friday and all weekend. Student
Stephanie Tallarico and graduate student Elliott Hoffman have
been hired to drive the vehicles.
"The drivers are scheduled to attend the defensive driving
course on Feb. 14 and will begin working the next day," said
Regan.
The funding for the transportation was authorized by .Vice
Provost for Student Affairs Richard Stevens, according to Regan.
Money made available by an unfilled position in the Student Af~airs Office will subsidize the plan, he said. "-This transportation
1s a one semester shot," said Regan, ''Whether it continues in t.he
future depends on its success and if there is a need.
"There has always been problem of getting to Wentworth
Douglass Hospital after Hood House Hours,'' he said.
In the past students have had to arrange their own transportaion after hours, he said.

Cross-country skiing to Dover-more interesting than the K-van
By Debby Gaul
After the recent heavy snowsstorm I had no more excuses to .
fall back on and finally agreed to
try cross-country skiing with my
friend Cathy. She assured me
that a child could master the
sport.
"It's really easy," she assured
me, "sort of like jogging."
Cathy's confidence was reassuring, yet I doubted that this
Nordic sport was _as easy as it
appeared. Flashbacks of my one
_and only attempt at downhill skiing came to mind. The graceful
maneuvers of skiers gliding down
a mountain side had also looked
easy enough. Yet, my experience
of wavering down a small hill at
Maple Valley in Vermont
shouting, "LOOK out, I can't ::,ki ! •'
was a painful memory.
"Don't even compare crosscountry to downhill,'' Cathy ad··
vised.
As I stooped to attach the binding of my rented, synthetic
Rossignol ski to my low Haigen
touring boot. I couldn't help
remembering that I had had the
same difficulty securing my ski
boot to the ski's binding at Maple
Valley.
I resisted Cathy's suggestion to
trek through College Woods.
"Too many people around," I
said. As a cross-country novice, I
didn.'t feel like publicly making a
fool out of myself as I stumbled
over crossing skis.
We opted for a less picturesque
route which followed the railroad
tracks into Dover. Our starting
point was the UNH Dairy Bar;
our destination, somewhere
along Central Avenue in Dover.
Once my bindings were
secured and my .Hexcel
fiberglass poles firmly in hand, I
was ready to take off. We
positioned ourselves in between
the tracks.
"When your left ski is forward,

•
hit
Fire budget increase

The weather
The National Weather Service predicts partly sunny skies for
today with a chance of light snow or flurries late in the day. High
temperatures today are not expected to reach above the low 20's.
Skies wil1 be partly clo·udy tonight, with continued cold and a
continuing chance of snow flurries.
Partly cloudy skies are predicted for Wednesday and Wednesday night, with coritinued cold.

pendant of both.n
By Judi Paradis
Since fire fighters "lack
A proposed 25 per cent budget
increase for the Durham-UNH identity," according to Greenawalt
Fire Department for next year being neither town nor university
is opposed by the University, employees, they have requested
according to · Vice Provost of that the fire department align
Budget and Administration Allan itself with the University system.
Frederic Arnold, University
Prince.
The trustees have confirmed Director of Personnel, pointed
a 10 per cent increase, according out some of the possible costs
to Prince. The University con- in absorbing the fire department
tributes two thirds of the fire into the University system. He
department budget, while the said the fire department does not
Town of Durham contributes one presently differentiate between
weekday and weekend shifts,
third, he said.
Fire Chief Jonathan Greenawalt while other UNH employees
says the increase is needed receive 10 cents more an hour
because of "an actual increase for weekend work.
Longevity pay for the two
in our operating budget of 10-12
per cent comf>ined with a variety ; systems are also different. In the
past, fire fighters received a flat
of uncontrolled costs.
''The fire dept. is half dog and amount after a certain number
half rabbit," said Greenawalt , of years, Arnold said, while the
''Two-thirds of our budget comes University provides a two per
from the University and one third I
from Durham, but we're inde- . FIRE BUDGET, page 17
1

Ca'!lcus approves nominees
All eight nominations for Student Government vice presidential positions were approved by the Student Caucus Sunday night.
Approved were: Ken Cossingham, academic affairs; Jay Beckingham, commuter affairs; Eva Celichowski, residential life;
Dick Vantine, treasurer; Sandy Bowersock, budget and administration; Jim Kaklamanos, Students for the University; Dorrie
Driver, special assignments; and Roz Barber, student services.
In other action, the Caucus approved the concepts for six of the
eight student organizations. Those not approved were WUNH-FM
and the Student Video Tape Organization. Those two groups did
not nave the reqmred representation at the meeting.
Also, the Caucus tabled action on proposed revision of on-campus housing priorities. The subject will be discussed again at next
week's meeting.

Melting snow causes nothing but big puddles, and an
obvious obstacle to the cross country s_kier. (Jerry Naples
photo)
put your right pole in the snow.
"When you move your ski m.it
When your right foot is out front, front, you move your foot in a
use your left pole," Cathy in- bouncing sort of way, as though you're bouncing off the ground.
structed.
It sounded simple enough to
SKIING, page 15
me.

Jonathan Greenawalt

Beetle's demise marks era's end
after nearly 30 years on road
By Jane Gibson
The Voikswagen Beetle is gone.
And with the Bug's demise the
final days of an era have arrived.
Now that the numbers of Bugs
left on the roa_ds can only dwindle,
the spirit of comraderie that has
existed among Beetle owners
ever since they first appeared
on American roads 29 years ago
will e~perience a brief flare
before the last VWs are relegated
to museum showrooms.
"I knew you'd pick me up,"
said a hitch hiker on a cold
dreary day last fall. "A Volkswagen's always good for a ride."
"We were trail blazers," said
Dennis Doherty, owner of
Doherty Volkswagen-Mazda in

Portsmouth, who bougfrt his first
VW in 1955. "The car was hideous
by American car standards, but
you and I know, iJ had a heart
of gold."
The last Volkswagen Beetle
rolled off the assembly line in
Emden, Germany last Thursday.
It is the last of its kind to be
manufactured in that country.
Although the car is still being
manufactured in small quantities
in Mexico and Belgium, and
Germany still makes the convertible, the Beetle as a way of life
is gone.
The announcement of the
Beetle's demise was met with
mixed emotions.
Sales manager Tom Eldridge

at Doherty VW said, "All my
customers who owq Bugs are sick
over it.''
Of over three hundred cars
counted in University parking
lots Friday afternoon, approximately 30 were VW Bugs.
. "I never thought they'd stop
making them," said junior Nancy
Ayers, "they were a way of life."
"I'm terribly disappointed,"
said senior Judy Greenlow,
owner of a 1971 Bug. "They are
so economical and easy to drive.
It marks a whole period. It's like
Elvis Presley dying."
"It's really sad," said freshman
Kathy Folliard. "Everyone in the
V.W., page 17
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Governor's Council member Dudley Dudley of Durham remains a vocal challenger to the
ated regime in Concord. (Art Illman _photos)

Dudley Dudley:_ an attractive challenge to Thomson
By Mike Kelly
What makes Dudley Dudley
say the things she does?
In a state of political conservatism, where most liberals try to
keep a low profile, Dudley is
loudly and frequently critical of
the governor, his policies, and
conservatism in general.
In her two terms as a state
representative, and now, as a
member of the governor's executive council, she has been constantly involved in controversial
issues. She is often the subject
of derogatory cartoons and editorials in New Hampshire's
leading conservative daily paper,

the Manchester Union Leader.
Talking to her, it is easy to see
why.
Dudley does not look like a
vulture, as she was recently
depicted in a Union Leader
cartoon. Nor does she look like
the most outspoken politician in
the state.
She is of medium height, slim,
blond and pretty. Her face looks
more accustomed to laughter
than to anger, and she looks 10
years younger than her 41 years.
Her voice is animated, but not
aggressive as she speaks her
mind.
Not surprisingly, she is most

vocal on the subject of the
governor, her most frequent
opponent.
"I often find myself at a point
where I think that there is
nothing more that he can do that
could shock me, and then he does
one more thing," said Dudley as
she reflected on Thomson's
recent trip to South Africa.
"Imagine our best-dressed
governor as he struts into Soweto,
a ghetto containing half a million
people," she continued. "And he
takes a look around and declares
that the place is wonderful. To
me that is the essence of the
ugly American".

She agreed that the governor is
a good dresser. "He is very sharp
and always immaculate," said
Dudley, ''which is particularly
impressive when he is in the state
house. No one else there could
even qualify as the best-dressed
man in New Hampshire. Not by
a long shot," she added,
laughing.
Dudley said she would be
happier if the governor would
"stop playing Marco Polo." She
believes that he should spend
more time at home taking care
of such issues as unemployment
and the ailing textile and shoe
industries.

Despite their differences,
Dudley insists that her relations
with the goyernor are not too
strained. Although it is not a
friendly relationship, it docs
involve a certain degree of
mutual respect, she said.
Lapsing briefly into a charitable mood, she added that the
governor has a tremendous
amount of political savvy, and is
very tough. But his toughness
is apparent in a story Dudley
tells about the governor's
methods of dealing with his
executive counci 1.
DUDLEY DUDLEY, page 6

Mills holds policy of restraint
despite UNH campus, turmoil

University President Eugene Mills

By Michael Minigan
press the issue of open visitation concerning the Thomas affair
When UNH President Eugene to the classroom for the trustees, and the welcoming of board
Mills was interviewed for his po- "What I wanted least of all was to members into the classrooms at
sition in 1974, he qrought with hirp, excite or to try to provoke further UNH under the proper circuma mild mannered, congenial, interest.''
stances. Mills said he is disapwhat he terms a "restrained"
Mills spoke softly, an _after-ef- pointed that his openness and
manner.
fect of his recent week-long bout candor has been misrepresented
Three hectic years in the Presi- with the flu. He reiterated that fa- by some of the media.
dent's chair haven't changed him culty members welcome, and
"By the coverage that we rea bit.
even feel flattered, that trustees ceived after that meeting," he
Mills sat in his office yesterday would wish to view their class- said, "some people would never and displayed the same quiet rooms. But he said he has made it know such a statement was
mannerisms which have made clear that a trustee's visit to a made."
him popular with students and fa- class (such as Trustee D. Alan
The fact that students and faculty alike as he discussed the
Rock desired of Jack Thomas( to culty members have been so recontroversy surrounding journa- evaluate a teacher after calling ceptive to his position pleases the
lism lecturer Jack Thomas, the for his dismissal, seems "inap- President. That same feeling
ever-present problem of grade in- , propriate."
holds over ·into the situation of
flation, and the politics which
"The most important thing is grades anct grade inflation which
~metimes plague the UNH Board the protection of the integrity of Mills feel;; has been a real probof Trustees.
the classroom process," Mills lem at UNH.
"So much has been said and said, looking distinguished in a
"The development of a new fawritten about the. Jack ·Thomas blue checked three-piece suit. culty attitude in relation to the
situation, that I've had to take the "I've been acting quietly but di- problem" has gone a long way torestrained position," Mills said. rectly and I'm cheered by the wards solving the problem, Mills
"Nonetheless, I've been explicit fact that the campus has under- said.
with respect to what the issue is." stood my position."
Removing his glasses to rest
Mills said that while the trusMills made a statement to the
tees and the governor tried to trustees at their meeting Dec. 17, MILLS paqe4

Land grant colleges
form national lobby
By Ted Pease
Chancellor Bruce Poulton was
one of approximately 15 land
grant college administrators
from all over the country to travel to Washington Jan. 14 for a
week-long series of high-level
meetings and seminars with government officials.
"We went seeking to let highlyplaced elected and agency people
understand some of the central
issues affecting us today," said
Poulton yesterday.
Those issues broke down into
three primary concerns, he said:
the need for a comprehensive and
viable federal energy policy; the
'need for an intelligent national
land use plan; ana an examination of the relationship between
the nation's colleges and the federal government.
Poulton said that college administrators across the country
have become increasingly concerned about important decisions
that directly affect the nation's
colleges which are being made in ·
Washington without adequate
consultation between those colleges and the government. ,

Some of those decisions were ,,
made by executive order of the
president, said · Poulton, effectively bypassing Congress and ·
the system of public mandate.
For example, the Equal Employment Opportunity Act, which
greatly affects colleges' hiring
practices, was the result of an
executive order, said Poulton.
The week-long meetings were
sponsored by the National Association of State Universities and
Land Grant Colleges, and ended
in establishing a permanent lobby
in Washington to protect the interests of the country's state uni- versities, he said.
·
The New Hampshire University System presently spends approximately $2 million a year on
energy, said Poulton.
The group went to Washingto11
to ask "why the federal government hasn't been able to mount
a federal energy policy,'' he said.
"All the prodding we can give
them is both necessary and desirable," he added.
On the issue of land-use, said
POULTON, page 16

•
•
Tuition Increase
due
Is
By Ted Pease

Bruce Poulton

"Inflation is running ahead of the state's ability to provide
funding to the University," Chancellor Bruce Poulton said
Thursday.
"I am not at all optimistic that we can operate for another
year without an in-state tuition increase," Poulton said.
When non-resident tuition was increased $300 to more than
$1,600 per semester last fall, any decision on increasing in-state
tuition from the present level of $1 ,ooo per semester was held
off until the legislature had passed a University budget.
This year's University System budget was finally balanced by
usmg approximately $800,000 from the system's reserve funds,
the chancellor said, " because the state just didn't have any
dough for the necessary inflationary increases in the budget.''
The reserve fund is a pool of money from the entire University
System made up of funds not used during a fiscal year for one
reason or another, said Poulton. This leftover money is used annually as emergency funding, for instance, in balancing the budget.
Approximately $700,000 now remain in the system's reserve
fund. Poulton said that he hopes that enough cutbacks will be
made throughout the system this year so that not all of the
$800,000.a ppropriated out of the fund will be used.
"We're hoping that departments will treat that money like a
savings account," he said. "If they really need it, the money will
be there."
Poulton said he hopes that only about half of the $800,000 will
be used.
RESERVE FUNDS, page 8
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School rings, at $115 each, are-still popular
By Sue Hertz
Do you remember Doby Gillis's
class ring swinging from the neck
of his girlfriend, Zelda? Patty
Duke fishing down the drain to ,
retrieve Richard's high school
ring? Or the swooning lyrics of
that jukebox classic "Teen
Angel": "They say they found
my high school ring clutched in
her fingertips?"
.
Though class rings, especially
college rings, are not held as imoortant now as in the 1950's and ·
60's, students. are still purchasinp
the school emblems. According to
Director of the Memorial Union'
Building and Student Activities
Gregg Sanborn, and average of
250-300 class rings are sold at

college ring so I felt it would be
Senior Key, an academic honor nice for me to hal'e one," he
society for seniors, is responsible added.
1
'Students buy rings because
for selling class rings at UNH.
Senior Key President Bill Rae- they symbolize tradition," said
cine said approximately 150 rings Senior Key member and ring
have been sold since September.
salesman Maureen O'Connell, _
Raccine attributes the sale of "And UNH is a very traditional
the rings to a ''rising con- ·- school."
New Hampshire Editor Mike
sciousness of feelings of the
students towards their school.
Minigan said, "My parents liked
"I'm planning to buy a ring," the idea of a class ring and were ·
said Raccine. "I have a feeling of eager for me to get one. It's a
pride towards UNH and I want to . symbol of getting through ,
keep it alive in future years. A college."
ring is -a good momento."
The reason behind many
Recent graduate Ed McGrath · students' refusal to purchase
said he bought his class ring class rings is the expense said
because of pride for his school. Raccine. "A man's ring can cost
"My father always wore his between $75 - $115," he said.
UNH each year.

''The price of the rings flueSenior
philosophy
major
tua tes with the value of gold," Melanie Hagopian said, "A class
said Sanborn. "However, now ring.is an insignificant part of my
there are cheaper alloys avail- education. I also plan to go on
able, such as kryptomium, which further in my education. Give me
are cheaper and supposedly more - a ring that says "Harvard Law"
durable."
and I'll wear it."
Although kryptomium may
"I bought my high school ring
reduce the price of a class ring and never wore it," said environand a momento of UNH may be mental
conservation
major
a comfort in years to come, the Bradley Haynes. "I don't see the
majority of students fail to pur- reason for buying a college ring
chase them.
· and never wearing it at twice
''Graduating from college used the price."
to hold significance,'' said senior
Even though few college rings
history major Deb Berkeley. dangle from the necks of eo-eds
"Now with more college grad- in the '70s, they are still being
uates the symbol of the ring loses -bought and their tradition lives
i~P01:'~ance."
on.

Mills is unafraid to express his convictions on c.ampus issues
credit for the reversal," he said. Mills concurs, in that he feels out
"I expressed my conviction early, , of state students are getting their
and the sense I've had is that money's worth.
his eyes, Mills said, "The reports there's been a real effort, not just
"I think they are getting their ·
I've heard seem to show that for the sake of being tighter with
there has been some tightening . grades, but for raising the expec- money's worth," he said. "Al1 tations in the classroom of what
though the real cost of education
up. This is very timely and reis not easy to determine. You
fleets, apparently, a genuine con- earning a degree has to be.''
must realize that tuition rates are
viction-on the part of the faculty
Grade inflation is an academic set by using past years as indicaand academic people for the need
of determining grades with issue, and academics is where tors. The year a student is paying
raised expectations and stan- Mills likes to focus his attention. tuition for and the price of educaBut he also understands there are tion for that year may be diffedards.''
a lot of politics involved in mak- rent." He said rising costs and !
Two years ago, Mills first · ing the University run, and he anticipation of those costs play a :
snoke out on what he termed a se- doesn't avoid getting involved.
large part in determing the tuirious problem in grade inflation.
tion rates for years in advance.
He sa1d the revision of the pass/
The financial situation and the
fail option and the institution of formulation and allocation of
Sitting back in his chair, Mills
the plus-minus grading system budgets is an area where poli- . thought carefully about the per"may have had some effect on tics often take precedence over centages of the University's budthe leveling off of grades.' 'But he the academics.
, gets which are actually spent on
credits the faculty for having
academics. He said he is concerndone the most to curtail the situaTrustee and State Senator V. ed that the percentage going to
tion.
Alan Rock recently said that out-' academics has been getting
"I've been fairly hard-nosed on of-state students pay only for smaller and smaller for the past
the subject, but I don't take the their " real cost of education." ten years. He has vowed to reMILLS
continued from page 3

verse the trend.
faculty · and staff unionization
"This is a major issue to me," vot~s a~d the revamping of ~he
he said. "The percentages have
pmv~rsity Sen~te last year, Mills
been dropping because of the ris- , is qmetly confident about the fuing costs of energy and the in- tu_re. He w_a_nts to see progress
creasing federal regulations as with ~lumm _mvolve_ment on camwell as demands for more and pus, is. hopmg _to see progress
more service."
soon with a new stu~ent gov_ernance format, and 1s pushmg
He said he realizes that there hard for the creation of a faculty
is a need to go onward in the field center.
of academics and he said he is
What lies behind Mills' "retrying to hold the line on costs to
bring those shrinking percen- strained" demeanor is a clear
conviction that things at UNH are
tages to a halt.
good and getting better.
"I want to make sure we can
"I'm pleased with the way stustop the reductions. Even if we
can show an increase in aca- dents and faculty are responding
demics of one-tenth of a percent, to my position," he said. "Last
at least we've stopped the slide. It fall I travelled all over the state
and I've found tremendous rewill mean some hard decisions.''
sponse to what's happening at the
Perhaps it has been Mills' man- · University. "We've got a tremenner which has rubbed off the uni- dous setting here, and I don't
versity community as a whole. In want to see us lose any part of
light of the hassles created by the it."
-

-SENIORSTHE '78 GRANITE OFFERS
YOU ONE LAST CHANCE
TO SIGN--UP-FOR YEARBOOK
PORTRAITS ...

NOW - FEB. 6th
INMUB 125
OR CALL 862--1208
SITTINGS BEGIN ON FEB. 6th
Informal 4x5 B&W GLOS'SIES
mustbein-byFeb.15th
I

SIGN-UP OR CALL TODAY
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Kane to book MUB Pub entertainment

~

campus calendar

aspects of the Pub, and not so to see students handling the arrangements for the Pub in the fumuch on the entertainment."
TUESDAY, January 31
ture.
MUB Director and Pub Board
member Gregg Sanborn also said
Kane said none of the 45 stuHUMANITIES LECTURE:
"Religion and Culture in
The proposal, which the Board he hopes to have the student com- dents who work in the Pub will
Medieval Europe," William R. Jones, History Department.
of Directors approved by general mittee involved in the future lose their jobs. He said with the
Richards Auditorium, Murkland Hall, 11 a.m.
large crowds Rick Bean will
,. consensus, allows a budget of planning of the Pub.
draw,
some
employees,
such
as
·
approximately $600 a week for
ORGANIC SEMINAR: "Conformational Analysis of the
"I'm committed to the idea of
.,aiters and waitresses, will reentertainment in the Pub.
students doing the booking of enSulfinyl Group," J. John Uebel, Chemistry Department.
ive more hours than they are
"I'm pleased to be doing the tertainment in the Pub," he said.
Parsons Hall, Room L-103, lla.m.-12 noon.
·rently scheduled for.
booking again," Kane said. "It's "This is something the Pub board
something I enjoy and it's some- has to deal with. I hope to see
Sanborn indicated that a major
thing I feel I'm good at. I'm also continued involvement of the stu- concern of the Pub board will
WEDNESDAY, February 1
looking forward to working with dent committee, regardless of be to work out any problems
the Pub managers in this thing. who supervises. It's antithetical which may arise under the new
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Keene, Lundholm Gymn;:isium,·
It will make them feel more a to have staff members doing the set-up. The Memorial Union Stu3:30 p.m. Season tickets or $2 general admission.
part ~t the whole sit~ation. "..
dent Organization ( MUSO) curthings students should be doing "
Steven Loeilato, chairman off
WOMEN'S SWIMMING: Harvard, Swasey Pool, Field
Jeffrey Onore, the assistant I rently runs a movie series on
the Pub Board of Directors, said director of student activities, was Sundays. Sanborn expressed conHouse, 4:30 p.m.
yesterday that he hopes to even- the supervisor for the student en- cern that the noise emanating
MEN'S BASKETBALL: Vermont, Lundholm Gymnasium,
tually have the student entertain- tertainment committee last se- from the Pub may disrupt that
8 p .m. Season tickets or $2 general admission .
ment committee doing all the mester.
program.
• booking for the Pub.
· "I don't want to get into the
. "The student committee which
"It's a teaching thing," Lopila- was active last semester re- situation where students aren't
THURSDAY, February 2
to said. "For now, we'll have· the signed, and, as an interim going to be able to use the building
kids work under Rich to get the measure, I see this move as the because of the loud music," SanEARTH SCIENCE COLLOQUIUM: "Newfoundland Ophiexperience. But I'd like to have a only logical thing to do," Onore born said. "It's something we'll
olites--A Guided Tour," Raymond Talkington, Memorial
little emphasis put on the other said. Onore also said he hopes have to work out."
University of Newfound~and. Room 303, 'James Hall,
4-5 p.m.
· GRANDE ILLUSIONS: ."Man on a Roof," directed by
Bo Widerberg. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 and
9:30 p.m.
MUBPL
continued from_page 1

ESCAPE IT ALL!

SPRING BREAK VACATION TO:
BERMUDA
FORT LAUDERDALE (by car)
or

DAYTONA BEACH (by air or bus)
MAKE RESERVATIONS NOW!
DEADLINE FEB 3rd
CONTACT:
Bruce Weis berg
218 Eaton Hse.
2-1084 /868-9667

Carrie Snyder
29 Main St. Apt. BI
868-7354

FRIDAY, February 3
' LAST DAY FOR STUDENTS TO ADD COURSES AND
CHANGE TO OR FROM THE PASS/FAIL GRADING
OPTION.
DANCE-A-THON: To benefit the Kidney Foundation.
-Granite St-=tte Room, Memorial Union. Begins at 6 p.m.
and continues until Sunday, February 5, at 6 p.m.
Registration and sponsor sheets available at all dining halls,
Monday-Friday, 11 a.m.-1 p.m., and 4-6 p.m. Also, at
MUB lobby tables, Monday-Friday, 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Sponsored by Hetzel Hall.
WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS: Michigan State, Lundholm
Gymnasium, 7:30 p.m. Season tickets or $2 general
admission.

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in the Memorial Union
Building, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business offjce Rm. 108. Business hours _
Tuesday, Thursday, 1-3 p.m. and Wednesday, Friday 9-2 p.m. Dead1ines
I?r aas ror ·1uesaay·s puo11cauon, l'T1aay at z p.m. ana t< ·riaay ·s puo11cabo~, Wednesday at 2 p.m. Yearly subscription $9.00 Second class postage
paid at Durham, N.H. Total numbers of copies printed 10,500 at Castle
Publication, Plaistow, N.H.

GARBER TRAVEL AGENCY

r·

Putting
· this
face .;• .
in your future.

UI! D!I!Y :BA!

. Your Fideliiy Urion Field Associate can•
help plan your financial future with
College Master. College Master is the nation's
leader in life insur~nce for college seniors.
Find out about Coll~gt!Master.

at the Railroad Station

Try this whistlestopper-~The Fin-gineer

FISH-SANDWICH
fish fillet, with lettuce and tartar sauce
on a tasty roll, with potato chips and
pickle chip.

85~

FISH PLATTER $1.35

Ice Cream
Flavor of the Month

Hearty Soup Everyday

BLUEBERRY

Take-Out Service

An educational project of the Food Servic2 Management program

of the Thom on School of A lied Science

Call the fidelitJ U11ion CollegeMaster®
Field ,\ssociate in your area:

Barbara Marczak

.
notices .
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CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS

GENERAL
'E NA MEXICANA EN TORTILLA FLAT. Portsmouthfebrero, domingo . Nos reuniremos a las 4:30 en
l'~Hall. Si t1enes un coche. traeJo. Para reservas.
llama a Helen Evans o Susan Gonye, 2-1218, Mk.
)0!Jo30-t Veny come bien!
fH.IENDS OF DURHAM DAY CARE are sponsoring
.1 rnffle to benefit the two day care centers in Durham .
'(he lucky winner of the drawing to be held on Feb;uary 2

will receive a complete cro,s-country ski package .
Tickets available at the Durham Children's Center.
'. \.1.adbury Road, Durham , Monday-Friday, 8 a .m .-1 p.m. ,
and in the Mem0rial Union, Tuesday and Wednesday,
,January 31 and February 1, from 11 a .m .-2 p.m .
For more information , call 868-7252 .

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD PROGRAM STUDENT
COMMITTEE: Meeting to discuss Valentine Bl'Jod
Drive, Thursday , February 2, at Dovf'r Road, Durham
l •1ext to Exxon station) , 7 p.m . Anyone interested
in working is welcome.
OFFICIAL UNH CLASS RING SALES : Order your
\.·lass rings now so as t" receive them before graduation.
Rings c1vailable for all classes in a number of styles
anct metals. Hours: Wednesday. February 1 from 11 a .m.1 p.m .; Thursday , February 2 from 12 noon-2 p.m .
1\/1,;,mnri ~) l tnion lohhy

USED BOOK EXCHANGE: Check pick-up and unsold
book return, Tuesday, January 31 through Tuesday,
February 28, Room 134, Memorial Union. Hours :
Tuesdays, 11 a :m .-1 p.m ., and 4-6 p.m. ; Wednesday,
2-4 p.m. ; and Thursdays, 11 a .m .-3p .m. Bring your
"book
claim
slip"
and
student
ID :

ACADEMIC
FREE , NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: MIC,
Macro Interpreted Commands, provides a facility for
storing monitor and user mode commands in a disk
file . thereby providing batch-like operation for timesharing users. Course meets Tuesday, February 7,
Room M309, Kingsbury Hall, 1-2 p.m. Call 862-2323
for registration information . All registrants will need
a project-programmer number; may be applied for
at Computer Services, Room Mlll, Kingsbury Hall.
FREE, NON-CREDIT COMPUTER COURSE: System .
1022 1Introduction l explains the general _purpose program
which allows the user to create, update , and maintain
large amount's of data. Course meets Tuesday and
Thursday. February 7 and 9, Room M208, Kingsbury
Hall. 3:30-5 p.m. Call 862-2323 for registration information.
All registrants will need a project-programmer number ;
may be applied for at Computer Services, Room
Ml11 . Kingsbury ~all.

-CAREER
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Learn job-getting
techniques in the Hillsborough-Sullivan Room, Memorial
Union, Wednesday, February 1, at 6:30 p.m .

FAfr;HINGSFESf: Ch5tmne imtY, Friday, Fehuary 3
Marston House (foreign language mini dorm ), 8 p.m
Refreshments, German pretzels, and hot dogs will b
served. Open to anyone who is interested in th
German culture. Admission $1; costume required
SIMS: Meeting, Thursday, February 2, Hanover Room
Memorial Union, 12 noon-1 p.m. All those practicin
transcendental meditation are invited to come fo
group meditation and newsletter.
ANIMAL INDUSTRY CLUB : Meeting, Tuesday, Jan
31, Room 202, Kendall Hall , 7 p.m. Plan will be mad
for the Little Royal Livestock and Fitting Show. AI
those interested in showing an animal should attend
New members are welcome.
TESSERACT SCIENCE FICTION SOCIETY: Meeting
Tuescfay, January 31, Hanover Room, Memorial Union
Sp.IP .

NHOC : Meeting, Tuesday, January 31, Hillsborough
Sullivan Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m. All Blue Circl
members please attend.
FORMATION OF THE RETRIEVER CLUB: Fo
peopl_e interested in learning how to handle their dogs
Meetmg, Wednesday, February 1, Rockingham Room
Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
UNDERSTANDING THE CHRISTIAN LIFE CLASS:
Meeting, Tuesday, January 31, Grafton Room, Memo ·
Uuivu, 0 . 1:'i-3. :JO JJ .111. TopI<.: . " Has Anyone Heara l'TO
Goo ui.tely?" Everyone welcome. Spmsored by Cam
Crusade for Christ.
GIRISilAN s:::JENCE ORGANIZATION: Wee<ly m .
every Tuesday, Rockingham Room, Memorial Tfnion .
7:30-8:30 p.m. Readings from the Bible and from
''Science and Health.'' E vt!ryone welcome.
UNH WOMEN 'S CENTER: Meeting to discuss the
purpose and goals of the Women's Center and to train
new staff members . Wednesday, February l , Room 136,
Memorial Union, 6 p.m . Everyone welcome .

CJ.UB SPORTS
EASrERN ARTS CLUB: Weekly meetings every Monday

and Wednesday, New Hampshire Hall Salle, 7:309:30 p.m. Yoga, flexibility exercises, and Kung Fu.
_FENCING CLUB : Weekly meetings every Tuesday
and Thursday, New Hampshire Hall Salle. 7-9 o.m.
Instruction and equipment available .
JUDO CLUB: Weekly practices every Tuesday and
Thursday, Wrestling Room, Field House, 7:30-9:30
p.m . 1nstruct1on avat1ao1e tor au 1eve1s.
TRAP & SKI CLUB: Organizational meeting, Wed.
Feb . 1 at 7 p.m . in the Senate Merrimack Room,
MUB .

INTRAMURALS
WOMEN'S INTRAMURALS: Swim marathon begins
on Monday, February 6.
MEN'S ROSTER DEADLINES: Bowling, Supershot,
and Wrestling due Monday, February 6.
CO-REC ROSTER DEADLINE: Co-Rec Bowling due
February 6. For more information about intramurals,
stop by Room 152, Field House, or call 862-2031.

Dudky Dudky speaks
DUDLEY DUDLEY
continued from page 3

"We were examining the
governor's nominations to the
University Board of Trustees. We
moved to table the nomination of
one, Moriarty, so that we could
see what other nominatioils the
governor was going to make,"
she said.
"The governor slammed his
fist down on the table and refused
to bring any further nominations
to the council until we acted on
this one," she said. "We zipped
through some other stuff, and
then Thomson recessed the
meeting for fifteen minutes--!
think to gpt

:1

grip on his tPmpPr

!lttornoy Thom!I~ 1\/Iinot Dudloy

"When he came back, he
announced that if we didn't move
the nominat-ion from the table,
he would negate every huma"l
service in · each of our areas ,"
Dudley continued. " If that did not
work he said he would adjourn
the council inde~initely.''
The nominee in question, J. B.
Moriarty is now a member of tbe
Board of'Trustees .
On some other issues, Dudley
feels there can be no compromise. Currently, the council and the
governor are battling over
Thomson's nominations to the
state Suoreme Court.
In August the governor nominated Louis Wyman to serve as
a justice on the court, and
Maurice Bois, already a justice,
to serve as Chief Justice. By a
vote of three to two, the council
rejected both nominations, and
the state supreme court is
the state supreme court is presently a man short.
Dudley explained why she
opposed the Wyman nomination.
''First of all, he (Wyman') had
ac;!ively petitioned around the

UNH ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
PRESENTS A
WINTER WEEKEND
FOR ALL

state for support of his nomim. tion, which gave the whole thing
a very political air. I don't think
politics should be part of the
Suor~me Court.
''Secondly, I remembered
Wyman when I was growing up
. and he was attorney general of
the state and was orosecuting
a lot of people--particularly
members of the University - as
part of the whole Red-baiting
thing that was going on then,"
she said.
" My father was a professor of
English at UNH, so I knew what
was going on ''
Politi call.:,
tough-minded,
Dudley seemed less sure of her
personal life. She is married to
and has two daughters, Morgan,
17, a freshman at Williams, and
Rebecca, 15. Rebecca prefers to
be called Bekki, said Dudley, and
added half-jokingly, "She is in
her theatrical stage''.
. Dudley is not sure what she ·
is going to do in the future.
" Like a lot of women of m:y
age and generation, I sometimes
find myself wondering what I am
going to do with my life," she
said.
She mused on the possibility
of an appointment in Washington,
or of running for Congress. She
might, she said, one day challenge
her old combatant 1 . Governor
Thomson, if he contmues to run
for governor.
She speculated that Thoms~m
has higher hopes beyond contmued service as governor of New
Hampshire. In fact, Thomson
may soon run for President, said
Dudley. Meldrim Thomson as
President.
And that will give l)udlev
Dudley plenty of things to talk
about.

Jan. 31 - Feb. 22

OPEN RUSH
Tues. Jan. 31 -Downtown

(Acacia, ATO, Kappa Sig.m a)
Wed. Feb. 1 - Strafford Ave.
(AGR, PKA, TKE)
Thurs. Feb. 2 - Madbury Rd.

March 3·-5, 1978

(SAE, Sigma Beta, Sigma Nu, Phi Mu Delta)

Skiing, X-Country,
Skating, Sliding
Apres Ski Festivities

ALL MEN INVITED·8:00-10:00P.M.

$54.15·*
'Minutes from x-country
center, skating and Mount
Washington Valley ski
areas. Five mountain
interchangable lift ticket
at a price of $10.00 a day
0

per person/double occupancy

Weekend Package Includes:
• Two nights.lodging at the beautiful
Story Book Motor Inn, Glenn, N. H.
•Two breakfasts and two dinners

·• Taxes, tips
Apres ski get together

$20.00 deposit due before Ft-bruary 15, 1H78/Balance payable at check in
. _ I would like to go on The Alumni Winter Weekend

_ _ Enclosed please find $ _ _ _ as deposit for ___ n11mber of persons. ($20.00 per person
_ _ l<~nclosed please find $____ as full payment for_ _ _ number of persons
Full name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Phone

(0ffice) _______ 1

Street_______
___________________ Phone (Home) _ _ _ _ _ ___
City _ _ __

State_________

Zip ______

Sponsored by I.F.<;.

r~····-···········-·····
IENJOY HAPPY HOURS

,.
II

I

I

at Young's Restaurant
and Coffee Shop
Every Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Evening
7:00 -10:00
All ltc_ms on Menn½ Prfr,~ .

Breakfast Special
Plain Omelet
Plain Omelet
Toast. Tea, Coffee or ·Milk

92¢
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CWir1Jer
Carrlfval cqJaJJ
Saturday, February 11
dinner, show, dance
Granite State Room,_ Memorial Union

6.p .m. buffet dinner/ 8:30 p.m. dance
cash bar/ hors'doeuvres
(positive I.D., 18 years or older required)
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1978 Winter Carnival, February 9-12
NH OUTING CLUB EVENTS
Thursday, 2/9: SQUARE DANCE, Putnam
Pavilion,
7 p.m., $2 general admission
Friday, 2/10: NIGHT CROSS-COUNTRY
SKIING,
7 p.m. College Woods, all welcome
Saturday, 2/11: SNOW RACES, East/West
Park,
12 p.m., "anything goes on snow"
Sunday, 2/12: SKI TRIP to Wildcat Ski Area,
$12 (transportation & lift ticket)
leaves 6:30 a.m. front of MUB
Tickets on sale NHOC office

buffet, dance, & show, $6.50
show & dance only, $2.00

King & Queen Crowning
Snow Sculptures
&Snow Race~
Awards

Buffet by
Hotel
Students

valentines 'n
wintertirrie

"THURSDAY
• Opening Ceremonies, 6 p.m., MUB hill
• Square Dance, N.H. OUTING CLUB, 8 p.m.
Putnam Pavilion

• Canadian Brass, a p.m.
CELEBRITY SERIES, MUB

FRIDAY
• Nite of Sin.,
7:30

SATURDAY

GREEK couNc1L
p.m., MUB

• Night Cross-Country
Skiing, 1 p.m.
N.H. OUTING CLUB

• Snow Sculpture Judging,,o-,2p.m. ·
• Snow Races, N.H. OUTING CLUB, 12 p.m.,East/West Park
• Winter Carnival Buffet
& Ball, CROWNING OF KING & OUEEN,6 & 8:30 p.m., MUB
SUNDAY
• Ski .Trip, N.H. ouTING cLus
WILDCAT SKI AREA,
leaves MUB 6:30 a.m.

Jebruarj) 9-12. .

winter
carnival

-
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15-40% OFF.
--Down or Polarguard ·Parkas
-All colors & sizes now in stock
--Unconditional Guarantee

l/likltmtss .Crai/1
pet tee. brook lane ·
durham. new hampshire o382At
tel. 868-5584

W~lderness camping, backpacking
and ski touring equipment

CROSS COUNTRY SKI RENTALS
AND SALES

Trustees defeat IDotion
TRUSTEES
continued from page 1

the committee.

In an attempt to resolve the
Trustee F'rancis Robinson then
question of whether a trustee made a motion that 'the commit.member is required to ask the tee "recommend that -no further
permission of an instructor to at- action be taken on the Battles
-t en d h"1s cIass, Hedl ey p·mgree motion
. . . with. re~pect
h to .Trustees'
•
made a motion that the Board of v~s1tabon, smce t e po11c1es pre.
.·
. v10usly endorsed by the Board
Trustees reaffirm the pohcy t~at provides adequately for Trustees'
ther _can attend a~y ui:uversity access to all University facilities,
actn~1ty on an~ UmverSit~ cam- . including visitation to classpus 1f they notify the "chief ad- rooms ,,
ministrator of their presence."
·
Rock requested that a full rePingree's motion was defeated port be made to the Board of
bv a five to two vote with only Trustees at their next meeting to
explain the votes on all the mohim and Rock votin~ in favor.
tions discussed by the Executive
The motion was approved by Committee.

Poulton· sees tuition hike,
hut no decision until May
RESERVE FUNDS
continued fro!Tl page 3
Poulton said that next year's budget will have to include an instate tuition increase, increased enrollment on other campuses
in the University System, as well as significant cuts in "collapsing" programs and -departments; all will be necessary to balance next year's ouaget, ne sa1ct.
No final decision on an in-state tuition increase will be made
until April or May, he added.
Poulton emphasized that he was "not talking about surgery to
existing departments," but that certain positions may not be ret1Hed after faculty members retire or resign.

CAREER&COUNTRY

PUT YOUR SCIENTIFIC OR
ENGINEERING DEGREE
TOWORK

GAIN A REWARDING PROFESSIONAL CAREER
WHILE YOU SERVE YOUR COUNTRY

The Navy offers challenging Special Training Programs and Scholarships
that can change your entire outlook on life. Current openings include:
•ENGINEERING

•BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

•MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIPS

•AVIATION

•SURFACE LINE

eAND OTHERS

Interviews by appointment on campus Feb. 6. See your Career
Placement Officer for additional information.
For additional information call (617) 223-6216 or write to Navy Officer
Programs, NRD Boston, 575 Technology Square, Cambridge, MA 02139

If you're a degree candidate who would like to embark on a futureoriented scientific or engineering career. then consider the United States
Air Force. It's one of the finest opportunities in the nation.
Completion of our three-month Officer Training School nets you an
officer's commission and launches you into a career that's geared for
tomorrow. Our equipment is among the finest, our working con ditions are excellent. and our benefits package unmatched. Find out
about a space age service from your nearest Air Force recruiter.

Want asound opportunity?

Bill Macallister
Dover, N .H.
Phone: 742-37:16

A great way of life.

■l ■ I

■ l ■ l ■ l ■f ■ f■l ■f■l ■ l ■ l ■e■e■e ■ l ■ I

·A Final Reminder
Bose Corporation, leading manufacturer of
high quality stereophonic music systems, is
looking for a Bose Campus Manager. He or
she, preferably aSophomore-or Junior, will be
the exclusive representative on campus, marketing anew component steteo system. This
i~ not afull-time job, and remuneration is by
commission. There are no set hours, and you
can structure the job to fit your schedule. To
receive an application, call Bruce Kostic at
(617) 879-7330, or fill out the coupon and

mailtoday.

JOSF

r-----~---7

I
I
I
l
I
Zip__ I

Bose Corporation
College Division
The Mountain
Framingham, MA 01701
Please send me an application for the
position of Campus Manager.
INam _ _ _ _
Schoo.__ _ _ _
Address_ _ _ _ _ _ __

I
I
I

I
ICity_ _ _State

ITel.No.(Area Code)_ _ _ _ I

L----~-~--J

•••••

WUNH
New People's _M eeting
Wednesday,Feb. 1
8:00 P.M-. Carroll-Belknap Roo
of the M.U.B.
Come and find out how you
can get involved with your
campus radio station.

WUNH ... the alternative

I
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UNH's repair budget for leaky roofs is considered inadequate
LEAKS
continued from page1
the reguest to University
President Eugene Mills'•. office.
It can then be accepted and sent
on then to the Trustees for consideration, or it can be rejected.
The plan calls for $307,000 a
year for increasing the work
crew from one man to five, major
roof repairs, and repairs to
building fo~ndations, masonry,
and ceilings.
The service department now
gets about $20,000 a year, and has
only one man on its roof repairs
maintenance crew.
Leaver said that the Social
Sciencce Center, Kingsbury, Pai:_~
sons, James, the F:'ield House
swimming pool and indoor track,
· and Thompson Hall all come under the plan. He satct, however,
that the plan is not set on
· repairing certain buildings on
certain dates, and that it is
flexible.
Other buildings that will even- !
tually need roof repair work include the Paul Arts Center,
Spaulding Life Science, library,
part of the MUB, Hamilton
Smith, Stoke, Williamson,
Christensen, and Hubbard.
"We have a building like
Conant Hall that hasn't had a new
roof since 1893," said Leaver.
"When it comes to situations like
that, we just keep our fingers
crossed." Conant Hall has no ·
leaks, according to Leaver.
"I hope that we get the plan
passed as soon as possible," said
Prince. "It takes time to do all
the planning in order that we can
be ready to go to work when the
weather gets better."
This, however, is the season
when heavy snows are often
followed t>y rains and colder
temperatures--all leading to icing
in gutters and on rooftops, and
eventually, leaking ceilings.

"Just take a map of the whole sity spent nearly $100,000 this Cilley is in an office in Parsons
campus," said Cilley. "Put a cir- past fall for roof repairs and Hall. There was a leak which
cle around the whole thing, and painting. Neither Cilley nor idripped onto the professor's desk.
that's where there are roofs that Leaver blamed the construction ;Cilley arranged a trough which
firm for the leaks, however.
need fixing.''
lcaught the dripping water and
Cilley said that because of the :deposited it eight feet away in a
Cilley, who has worked in the
physical plant office since 1969, weather, ice builds up below the bucket. The office is now unocspends most of his time trying to copper flashing of the gutter, cupied.
answer most of the serious com- which was replaced on Hetzel this
Cilley had received frequent
plaints about leaking around fall, and the water backs up complaints from users of the incampus. He says he finds the job causing leaks. Cilley said if he door track, or "cage," where
very frustrating because of the had more workers, this could leaks have turned patches of the
limited materials and manpower .have been prevented by applying dirt into mud.
'\heat tapes, inexpensive· metal
he has to work with:
"They could play the mud bowl
''It gets a little discouraging strips which melt the ice, on the in there,'' said Cilley. ·
when some of your new buildings roof.
are leaking sooner than your . "It's unbelievable," said
1
Cilley. "I have over 100 buildings
older ones,'' said Prince-:
Among the buildings that have and only one guy to fix things.''
One of the most unusual
leaking ceilings is Hetzel Hall, a
dormitory on which the Univer- sol~tions to a leak devised b\'.,

Dormitory rooms are often the
source of leaking ceiling complaints. One room in Williamson
Hall has been unoccupied for a
number of semesters because of
a large amount of water which
comes into it each winter.
Both The New Hampshire
and WENH, the public television
station, had leaks in their offices
in the MUB during the past week.
Both offices are equipped with
1
.expensive machinery, which forItunately was not damaged.
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Dover, N.H.
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train
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Please Call:

* Chemicals, paper & darkroom

742-0040 .
9816

provided
*-Requires own camera & some
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: TWO WEEK WELCOME BACK :
!
SPECIALS
!

MEATS
♦
Sirloin Steaks ................................ $1.29 lb.
Chicken Legs .................................. 68¢ lb. Chicken Breasts ..... ·.......................... 98¢ lb.
hEST SELLING PAPERBACKS
,
.
Boiled Ham
Lists-$,~ $1.75
(sliced to order).......... . ................... 1.99 lb.
l ♦♦ TheBookof
"Lots to disbelieve, brood over, and enjoy." William Cole
Skinless ~.,ranks ................................ 99¢ lb. ,♦

.
t

♦

FISH
Cod Fillets ..........................·........ : . 1.89 lb.
Light Chunk Tuna ....... ·.· -·-~.................... '.. 63¢

t
t

.
♦

♦
♦
♦

♦

Saturday Review

-

Coma ~ $1.75
·
"Wonderfully exciting ... a real medical cliffhanger ... has almost everything going for It."
·
Publishers Weekly

•

♦ The Shining ~~ $1.75

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES
Bananas ....... 1• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 6 lbs. for 99¢
McIntosh Apples ........................ 3 lbs. bag 59¢
Navel Oranges ... ,............................ 8 for 89¢
Temple Oranges ............................ 10 for 69¢
Large Tomatoes ........... : ............. •'• .... 29¢ lb.

♦

.♦

♦

•♦

•
••
••
•
♦

.

♦

"Spellbinding ... enough horrors to have you jumping at shadows!"
Pittsburg Press

:

Close Encounters .-1-:-9► $1.50
"We are not alone."
Harvest Home~.. $2.00
"Superior shivers!''.

Time

:

♦
♦

REFERENCE PAPERBACKS

EXTRASPECIAL VALUES
Shurfine Orange Juice ............................. 59¢
Shurfine French Fries ..... ; .... : .................. 69¢
Kraft Cheese Slices

1

l

)

Roget's College Thesaurus ~1-i~ $1.00
All Schaum's Outlines at 20°1° off.
Merriam Webster Dictionary ++.-9• $1.50
All gift calendars 50°1° off.
All jewelry 25°1° off.

♦
♦

And on a continuing basis all non-text hardcover books marked "TR" 20°1° off.

♦

♦

♦

ONH BOOKSTORE

:

6 oz. package ... ·. : ............................... 2/99¢
. .____________________________. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.

SALE1/30-2/10
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editorial---A question of courage
Gov. Meldrim Thomson showed a lot of courage last week in some of the statements he made
while touring South Africa. It's unfortunate he
didn't show the same courage by facing a small
group of protesters who awaited his arrival back
in New Hampshire Saturday.
Thomson was scheduled to fly into Manchester's Grenier Field. But when he learned that
some 40 people who objected to some of his
South African remarks were waiting to meet him,
he apparently decided to avoid a confrontation
and landed at Boston's Logan Airport.
When the protesters, including some members
of UNH's Society Against Nuclear Energy (SANE),
learned of the Logan ldnui11~, they moved to the
Governor's official residence in East Concord.
There, they staged a sit-in to protest
the
Governor's actions. But again, Thomson avoided
the group, and a confrontation, by going directly
to his private home iri Orford.

letters

We question the integrity of a man who can
criticize his country's economic and foreign policy
while traveling abroad, but who will take pains
to avoid confronting those who disagree with
him at home.
Thomson, while touring South Africa at the expense of a native businessmen's coalition, blasted
the foreign policies of President Jimmy Carter and
his top aide, Zbiegnew Brzezinski, and attacked
UN Ambassador Andrew Young. While it was
bad enough that he made some unwise remarks
about his country, he Pven embarrassed his own
state.
Thomson said that New Hampshire has a lot

To the Editor:
As representatives of the transfer
committee, we are very concerned
with the issues relating to the new
housing priority list. These issues deal
with the low position of transfers on
this list.

But Thomson was not judicious. He in fact
showed remarkable insensitivity and preferred to
publicly express his opinions, a courai;eous move
in light of the substance of his remarks.
The people· who gathered to meet Thomson in

to learn about health care, and that the eta.to could

ManrhPi;:tpr showed the courage of their convic-

learn from the situation in South Africa. He said
some of the homes in that country were nicer
than the homes of some of his neighbors in
Orford. He called the black ghetto Soweto "just
wonderful'.'

tions. Gov. Thomson has made himself even
worse in the eyes of the state and in the eyes
of the country by not standing up to his opponents
and justifying, at home, the statements he made
while thousands of miles away.

At Sunday 's Student Caucus
meeting, the subject was tabled until
next week to allow for further thought
and fact gathering. So, we will discuss
these issues at our weekly meeting to
be held at 12 noon , Wednesday, Feb. I To the ~di tor;
in the Senate Room in the MUB.
In reference to a recent article on
Al this time, we would appreciate the proposed extension of Freshman
any and all input on these issues, English, we have a large complaint on
-which affect you, so that we can be
the subject. We have been discouraged
truly representative of your views. If with the perpetual quoting of _costs
you are interested but cannot attend, on new programs and such. This one
please contact the Dean of Students ' · is outrageous. The freshman English
Office at 862-2050.
program could be improved and teach
Anne Caputi
three times as much in its 15 week
Sheri Simpson
form if only they taught in it.

English

Housing_

We have not had the opportunity to see the
situation in South Africa first-hand. Thomson
has. Perhaps the situation there is not -as bad
as some media make it out to be. Even so,
couldn't the governor have· been more judicious
in his remarks so as not to offend the people of
both his .country and home state?

~ )
~

(J

'

I /

,

I

/

I

When we took freshman English
we were allored to write in any style
we wanted to, not taught any new techniques or basics of grammar or composition. We must be fair and say that
composing a research paper was required, as well as trying one or two
diffErent exercises in composition style.
But the emphasis wasn't on how to do,
it ; our mistakes and problems were
pointed -out AFTER the paper was
written. Many of the instructors are
much too lax . How can one learn anything when classes are reduced to once
a week, and there is no real regime,
or required number of papers due?
We feel that as the course is set up
now , what you want to add in another
semester could easily be accomplished
right in 401, without the added incred;ble cost. It's true that how much- one
learns depends on the instructor, there
have been some decent 401 sections,
but the average freshman English
course, from our own experiences and
a large sampling of our friends' experiences, isn't worth a nickel. We
would like to propose some real reassessment of the situation. The 401
program could be greatly improved,
in itself, by getting the instructors to
teach a structured course emphasizing
the basic writing skills, vocabulary
and grammar, as they aren't presently.
Lisa Clark '80
Faith Winslow '80
Kerry Munson '80

the Parking and Traffic Committee
can snicker arstudents, but they must
listen to Allan Prince. Prince can veto
anything the committee does so long
as the President and Trustees go along
with it.
It's quite clear that Dr. Prince saw
the setting aside E and EI for residents as a good way to remove the
issue raised by DRAC of a potential
lawsuit over a bond construction contract that said E and El were to be
used by residents of certain adjacent
dorms . Agreeing to set aside E and El
also made it appear that a real compromise was being struck with resident
students. Therefore, Dr. Prince pulled
off a shrewd political manuever, but
that showed he is more interested in
what is expedient than in what is fair.
I'm sure it's irritating to all involved at those times of the week,
such as Sunday nights, when numerous
cars converge on Lots E _and El,
their drivers knowing there won't be
enough spaces to go around . If those
students would channel a fraction of
the energy with which they aggressively
compete for spaces in E and El into
an effort to change the parking policy,
we might be able to force some reforms.
John Graham
Babcock329

Horsemen

Parking

the
·new
·hampshire
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To the Editor:
In the Jan. 27 issue of The New
Hampshire, Ewa Celichowski points
with pride to DRAC's efforts to rnodify
last year's decision by the Parking and
Traffic Committee to make all resident students park in Lot A. "We got
our parking back," she concluded
"triumphantly."
Not quite. There are more than two
students going after each space in Lots
E and EL The setting aside of Lots E
and EI for resident stuaents also fails
to address the ·problem of the dormitory residents who use their cars only
for pleasure trips-a real inequity under
the old system.
And then there's the fact that those
in Area III who need their cars to
go. skiing can park across the street,
while those in Areas I and n who
need their cars to go to work must
walk to A or E. I'm amazed at how
even students who should know better y.
ignore the gross and obvious unfairness
of this aspect of the parking rules.
Nonetheless, there's no denying that
DRAC members deserve credit for
their efforts to combat the think-not,
cflre-not actions of the Parking and
Traffic Committee. Unfortunately, they
allowed themselves to be-co-opted by
Vice-Provost Prince. Understand this:

To the Editor:
This weekend, Bruce Davidson has
been invited by the UNH Horseman's
Club to give a two-day clinic on Eventing.
"Eventing" is an increasingly
popular form of equestrian competition, testing the physical and menI tal strengths and skills of the horse and
rider. The competitor is tested in three
· separate disciplines, each requiring a
different type of skill, thus proving the
total talent, proficiency and harmony
of the team.
Dressage tests the obedience and
physical suppleness of the horse in a
prescribed set of movements, including the harmony of horse and
rider. Cross-country jumping, the
most grueling phase, tests the speed,
endurance, boldness and jumping
tal_ent of the horse. Stadium jumping
tests accuracy and-talent over a small
jump course after the rigors of cross
country.
Competition is divided into different
levels ranging from the young rider to
the Olympic competitor. Eventing is
the type of competition the UNH riding
program focuses on. UNH hosts
several-events during the year.
Preparation for eventing requires
long training and conditioning, much
time and patience. Mr. Davidson's
clinic is designed to help each horse
and rider progress in their training.
_He will pass onto them some of the

-Cop y Ed ito r Ho lly Dunn
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out etters
The New Hampshire 9CCepts all responsible letters to the editor and

prints them as_space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any
letter.
All letters must be typed, double spac:eL& ..tnd a maximum of 500 words in
order to be printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions
on letters are the editor's.
·
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151, Memorial
Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824.
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.,___--Ted P e a s e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

lt isn't funny anymore _
In the past, many New England newspapers,
notably The Boston Globe but other papers
as well, including The New Hampshire, have
taken great pleasure in baiting Gov. Meldrim .
Thomson.
Thomson has been the source of innumerable
inches of good copy for New England journalists, to the .point that the national wire services
have -also begun to note the success of stories
about the latest i~iosyncrasies of New Hampshi~e's
conservative governor.
Undoubtedly, Meldrim Thomson could have
taken a harder line with the press; he could
have been a bit more circumspect about the kinds
of outrageous, off-the-cuff remarks he makes
or about items of his personal habits that reach
the papers.
But he hasn't. And he won't.
There

has

never

been

any

question

about

Thomson's political savvy. He knows very well
how the system works in New Hampshire and
has risen to become one of the two most

powerful men in the state--no mean feat for a
Georgia native among naturally suspicious Yankees.
Part of Thomson's political strategy has been
to carefully cultivate the kinds of eccentric, outrageous, slightly amusing actions and remarks
that will be picked up by the Boston Globe
and have increasingly been run nationally by the
wire services.
This has been a canny political move by a
man who has aspirations of an office in Washington. Not only has Thomson increased his
political. connections a~d influence among the
nation's leading conservatives, but his deliberate
campaign for press coverage of his slightest
remarks has assured that more and more voters
know who he is.
But this past week when Thomson again made
the news, and this time reaching his largest-

but they also revealed a personality less charming
than the crusading conservative who has ordered
the state's flags lowered to half-staff nearly every
time UN Ambassador Andrew Young makes a
remark.
Thomson called South Africa's Prime Minister
John Vorster "a great stateman" and praised
the apartheid regime there.
Thomson stood ankle-deep in the mud of an
unpaved Soweto street and called the forcea
ghetto of 1.5 million blacks "really wonderful."
But the worst of it was that our governor
so obviously enjoyed himself as a guest of one
of the ·most repressive police states in the world.
He talked and acted like a man who has finally
come home to his own where he can talk freely
again.

the

Forl:unat:cly, t:he press has Biven Cov. Thom f; on

governor was no longer quaint or slightly laughable.
Thomson's remarks in South Africa may have
succeeded in making bigger headlines .than ever,

more coverage in South Africa than he has
ever had before. This time, the press can't make
Meldrim Thomson quaint or humorous.

ever

national" and

international

audience,

Mike K e l l y - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

,--On degeneracy
-

It is around this time of year--just after the relative excitement of being back at school has worn
off, and before there is enough serious work to do
to scare anyone into action--that the mid-winter
Slump begins. The Slump is a universal mood,
combining the laziness of a Sunday afternoon with
the vague melancholia of the day after Christmas.
Three factors cause The Slump-: (1) the unceasinglY. horrible weather, a nasty mixture of snow,
rain, wind, sleet, fog, freezing rain, and influenza
germs; (2) the general depressed, sluggish mood
caused by 10,000 people with nothing much to do;
and (3) the fact that there is no end within reasonable sight.
The weather is going to get progressively colder,
icier, and gloomier for the next six or seven weeks.
After that the spring thaw will set in and tarn New
Hampshire into mud. And, after the spring thaw
come the spring rains.
All of this encourages an attitude that things are
bad and going to get worse. People sulk a lot and
talk cynically about the folly of mankind, and re. fuse to get out of bed for days at a time, hecause
they think that there is no cure for The Slump.
This is not true. Here are somecuresfor the midwinter depression:
--Make an effort to do something new and exciting. This is difficult to do in New Hampshire, but
it is not impossible;
--Take up a hobby;
--Get a job;
-- Try to become an interesting neurotic;
--Get a nose, or a cheek pierced;
--Grow a moustache;
--Let the hairs in your nostrils grow until they be_many tips and experiences he has
gained from international . competition. The mornings will focus on
dressage and the afternoons on jumping, usingthe new indoor riding
arena at the horse barns.
Mr. Davidson has a distinguished
background in eventing. He has been
a member of two US Olympic eventing
teams. In 1972, the US Equestrian
team took the silver medal and in 1976
the team of four took home the gold
medal. In 1974 he won the World
Championships three-day Event in
England. In 1975 he won the famous
Ledyard Farms Event in Hamilton,
Massachusetts. This past fall he again
placed well at Ledyard with two horses.
Saturday night Mr. Davidson will
narrate a film of the 1975 Ledyard
competition in the New England Center on campus. The public is invited to
come hear Bruce Davidson, as well as
watch him instruct during the day.
UNH Horseman's Club

Spain
To the Editor:
This letter is in response to Greg
Mclsaac's article on student programs
abroad, printed in the Jan. 27 issue
of The New Hampshire. It disappointed me very much to discover that

come entwined with your moustache and see if
anyone notices;
--Get a chan~e of sex operation and surprise
your mother. The list of things new and exciting
·is practically endless.
These are really all halfway measures, though,
a!}d may not work for more than a week or so.
There is one, true solution left, although it is a difficult one.
Become a degenerate.
Degeneracy is a logical lifestyle for those with
too much time and too little to do. It is also a lot of
fun. People who say it isn't have probably never, ·
given it a serious try, or simply don't have the
stomach for it. It takes a strong stomach to be a
degenerate.
A good handbook for the novice degenerate 1s
Hunter S. Thompson's epic drug and booze travelogue, Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. There is
more information in this book than you will be
able to use, and reading it will put you in the improper frame of mind.
One UNH student, a practicing degenerate for a
number of years,was so impressed by Thompson's
book that he was inspired to .leave his apartment,
· from which he hadn't stirred for weeks, and go
off to look for America. Fourteen hours later, he
found himself at the ·edge of a swamp in southern
Maine. He gave into temptation, and tried to drive
his Volkswagen Bug across it. Much later, after
. the police had towed his car out of the mud and.
detained him for some time with impolite questioning, he found himself back home, exhausted,
but no doubt wiser for the experience.
A few basic requirements are necessary to be a

l had been misquoted in the article.
Mr. Mclsaac quoted me as saying,
"In Spain we are considered capitalist
exploiters of the world." I had not
implied or directly stated this at all
durin~ our interview. I feel this particular statement is quite strong and
sharp, and it does not accurately represent how I view my country in respect
to the values of the Spanish people.
I came away from Spain with a great
deal of pride for the culture and for
the people, and I felt touched by the
warmth and magic the Spaniards expressed to each other and lo the
Americans living there. I feel that
Mr. Mclsaac's quote showed me as
being extremely insensitive and closedminded, and this is unfortunate, because my study abroad allowed me to
become very open✓ and very sensitive
lo the Spaniards' feelings and altitudes.
In my interview with Mr. Mcisaac,
I stated that the Spanish people sometimes tend lo be critical of Americans
for their free use of money. I believe
that the Spanish people are justified
in expressing this feeling because, in
relation lo America, Spain has not had
many of the same opportunities or
resources as we have had in which
their money would profit. I do not
believe the Spaniards are putting us
down, though, but rather they are sim_ply reflecting upon an issue I.hat reminds them of their constant struggle
to gain strength in their own right.
I would like to r~ceive an apology

degenerate. You will need a little money--very little, enough for beer, cigarettes, and Slim Jims. A
suitable appearance is essential. Shaving is right
out. A five week-old beard is the mark and the
pride of those at the bottom of the barrel. Old
clothes are not necessary, but a wise choice. The
haberdashery of a corrupting influence usually
takes a real beating.
Most importantly, desire is essential. The desire
· to go anywhere or to do anything promising excitement is the halkn.ark of the successful degen.
Degeneracy will kill The Slump. Life will be. come vibrantly alive, not tomention dangerous.
A night in Boston with a friend, two bottles .of
Wild Irish Rose, and no place to sleep, may not
leave you feeling healthy, but it will leave you
with something to think about while you recuperate.
. Recuperation, deathly hangovers, unpleasant
meetings with creditors and policemen, and
short, regrettable romances are the occupational
hazards of this lifestvle.
These dangers ar~ nothing, though, compared
with the major hazard of the young degen's life-getting stuck in degeneracy. Living as a sot, bum,
louse-about-town and worthless bastard i-s as fun .
as it sounds. However, it should not be considered
as a permanent way of life. It should be, rather, a
brief descent into lunacy. Nothing is sadder than a
degen who ha~ overstayed his welcome.
With all its admitted failings, degeneracy remains an answer to the midwinter Slump. And
that, after all, is something worth considering.

from Mr. Mcisaac because I ielt hurt tlealles knew how to make music. 111e
challenge lo our stale preconceptions
and a little embarrassed to see myself Sex Pistols do not know how lo make
about music, both as subject-matter
portrayed in such an unfeeling and . music." This is an insidious comand as style. If it lacks the slickness of
conservative manner. I feel that, for parison. If he only remembers, the
Fleetwood Mac that is intention, not
the type of study-abroad program we Beatles' music al the time wasn't
shorlcom i ng.
have here at UNH, it would be hard composed of much more than three
But just as important...is that the Sex
lo imagine anyone coming away from
chords with a few middle eight
Pistols' music embodies an altitude
changes, and She Loves You was only _towards life in Britain, as well as
such an experience with such a critical
altitude as the one I was shown as a chant. Besides, what people respontowards the more immediate world of
expressing.
ded to was only partly the Beatles'
music. This altitude is presented
music; just as important was their alliumorouslv. and not seriously. AnarSally A. Butcher titude towards it, their cheekiness,
chy in the UK is not a serious pica, but
their brashness, their enthusiasm,
Durham
a release.
their energy, and, let's face it, their
Minigan ignores completely the
accents. It is just this same freshness
humor the Sex Pistols bring with
and enthusiasm that attracts people to
them, their good-natured self-parody
the Sex Pistols and their music.
and refreshing freedom from pretension. He ignores their sense of
Worst still, Minigan's article refuses
outrageousness, spectacle, and
any seriousness lo the Sex Pistols, and
genuine fun. And he misses entirely
by implication, lo the punk rock
movement. Yet punk rock has injected, their trump card. They arc asking you
to laugh at yourself.
a much-needed energy into rock
Punk rock as a movement probably
music. Rock went soft almost as soon
won't last very much longer. But while
as it got rich. The punks have a
To the Editor:
it's here I suggest we lake advantage
I can't agree with Mik£ IV1migan's · healthy contempt for the_ older
of the fresh air it's let in, and give it its
article on the Sex Pistols ( The New
generation of rock stars, like RQd
due. It's a very-welcome s-ign that our
Hampshire,Friday, Jan. 20) which is
Stewart and the RolliAg Stones, who
safe ideas about music are being
typical of the narrow criti<'ism aimed
!'e no longer capable of satisfying
challenged.
at punk rock generally, and al the Sex
basic rock and roll appetites. And as a
I'm not asking you lo like the Sex
Pistols specifically. I would like to ofreaction against the elaborate and
Pistols' music, Mike. But al least
fer another view.
pretentious quasi-classical commake an attempt lo understand what it
Minigan's main objection is that
positions produced by groups like Yes,
America has been subjected lo the
Genesis, and the Moody Blues, whose · involves before you advis,, others to
dismiss il.
biggest music media blitz since the
synthesized music and cosmic lyrics
Beatles, but that "When the Beatles
allow them to indulge in artistic 'selfRoland Goodbody
came to America, there was a
evalualion, punk rock is a healthy
Hamilton Smith 1·1;
!egitimate media blitz because the . phenomeno,r:i. Punk rock throws out a

Punk ·

L
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Scarlet A Stuns Amerlcan College Thea.t er Festival

Reverend Dimmesdale, Little Pearl, and Hester Prynne
are united in public. <Brendan DuBois photo)
Prynne in the play, was one of
By Brendan DuBois
The UNH Theater group fin- the six finalists for the scholar·_ .hed an extremely successful . ship, an admirable accomplishand satisfying trip to the region- ment.
Most of the crew of The Scarlet
als of the American College
Letter left Durham the morning
Theater Festival last weekend.
They performed Director of of January 26, arriving at
Theater John Edwards' . adapta- A:nherst that afternoon. Part ot'
tion of Nathaniel Hawthorne's the day was spent watching other
The Scarlet Letter for which college theater groups.perform.
Tl-. ·t afternoon, the cast
they received two awards of
excellence and an abundance of assembled in a small room in the
theater building and ran through
praise.
The Scarlet Letter won the play once, the actors perawards for Best Make-up and for forming their roles almost perCostuming, but the award which fectly, without benefit of costume
lJrought the entire cast and crew or props. During the rehearsal,
to their feet cheering was the Dr. Edwards and Assistant
AMOCO Gold Medal awarded to Director Abby Cohen watched,
Dr. Edwards for the person who giving helpful bits of advice and
contributed most to the New encouragement.
That night, the crew watched
England region of the American
Smith College's production of
Theater Association.,
Though she did not win the Moliere's The Learned Ladies,
Irene Ryan Scholarship award, which was, as one cast member
Robyn Lord, who plays Hester put it: '' .. .funny as hell.''

The next morning, the crew
returned to the Rand Theater to
assemble the set for the play.
The set doesn't look complex, but
it does take time to get it ready.
The stage looked chaotic while
the set was being assembled, but
Dr. Edwards was calm.
"I think we'll do good, but
there's a bit of a problem with
the stage, considering the cast
has never been on it before . "
he said, ''No professional group
goes into a theater and sets up
in four hours, and then performs.
And there are six amateur groups
doing that. "
Edwards added, "But since the
cast has been together for such
a long time, I'm sure they'll do
good."
After the set was finished, the
cast ran through a technical
rehearsal, tesung 11gnt placement and brightness. Several
problems arose, but were quickly
resolved. Afterwards, the cast finished
putting on their costumes and
makeup. The members became
quiet and professional, a
complete change from their festive mood that morning.
Dr. Edwards entered the
makeup room and gave a few
words of encouragement. His
words psyched them like football
players before the big game.
The intensity with which the
cast performed was impressive
and overwhelming.
Several
changes had been made in the
script, since its performance at
UNH. The performance was
smoother, and much tighter, with
a minimum of wasted movements
or actions.
During the play, the audience
was hushed and solemn. The cast
had them in the palms of their
hands.
The stunning climax moved
several members of the audience
to d~b · at their eyes with hand-

kerchiefs.
val. Director John Edwards
Joe Morley, who designed the spoke for the entire cast and crew
lighting for the show, said of of The Scarlet Letter.
cast's precision timing, · "A
"It was a thrilling experience
mediocre show run tightly looks for the students to come here,"
good, and a good show run tightly he said, grinning broadly.
is devastating."
"It was a good learning experThe next morning, January 28, ience,'' said Robyn Lord.
Professor Frank Galati of North"It was great. I loved it,"
western University's School of beamed Mike Stacy, who played
Speech gave a critique of the Reverend Arthur Dimmesdale in
play. He was enthusiastic about the play. "Every college theater
the job that Dr. Edwards and the student should take the opportun=
cast had done.
ity to go to the ACTF:"
"It was extraordinary to bring
Ginny Beaudin, wardrobe
such an extremely difficult novel manager, said, ''I was really
to the stage," he began. He spoke proud to be part of the show."
for over thirty minutes_, praising Cast member Kathy Soares
the play, and finished, saying, agreed, saying, "The satisfaction
"This work is a masterpiece."
of working with the UNH Theater
In April, it will be determined Department became more clear
whether or not the UNH Theater over the weekend at ACTF. ''
group will travel to Washington,
But Jim Fellows who portrayed
D.C., to represent New Eng1ana ft.oger cnmmgwor¾n, summed up
in the national competition.
the crew's feeling best by letting
The entire cast and crew was out a long ear-piercing yell of
ecstatic at the close of the happiness.
American College Theater Festi- _

iii Ii.I ll

•· %F

Dr. John Edwards displays his award for exce
Illman photo)

Photography gives new sight to the sighied
from his courses.
By Matt Vita
"People will walk around half
Moments
blind before they take a course in
In time
photography," he says. "After
Spaces
photography, they can't go five
And linrs
feet without seeing a picture."
Captured
Merritt also believes that
In framework
photography is a great way for
That has
students to discover themselves.
Such a big frame
"People get into the course and
Illusions
can't wait to take pictures. Then,
And Images
they get the film in the camera
Blacks
and they have to stop and think-Upon Whites
'What do I want to take a picture
Unlimited possibilities
of?'
The fascination
"Once they get over that initial
Of light
shock," Merritt says, "they can
The wonders
continue with the course.''
Of the world
"You have to develop an eye
The beauty
for photography," says Tower,
Of such imagery
who· is taking an independent
How wonderful it is
study in photography from
To experience
. Merritt this semester. "I don't
Photography
really walk around looking for
--Thalia Ravlin
pictures, but often things don't
Photography 1 student
sPem beautiful to me unless r
Thalia Ravlin took Richard
know I could make a photograph
Merritt's beginning photography
out of them."
class last semester, and it took
that poem for her to aptly sum up
Merritt has hung a group of
her first experience in the world ·
about 25 photographs taken by
. of form, content, film, and the 35 •
last semester's students along a
millimeter camera.
hall way on the second floor of
Over 60 people take one of three
Hewitt Hall. Most show a senphotography courses taught by
sitive awareness of light and
Merritt each semester, but not all
dark, artistic form, narrative
of them will react with the same
content, and texture--or, what
sensibility toward the picture as
Merritt would call the makings of
Ravlin. Some may never even . Richard Merritt is animated as he talks about Photoa good photograph .
take quality photographs.
About five of the pictures deal
graphy. (Steven Morrison photo)
''It is foolish to believe that all
with Merritt's assignment to take
Merritt says th~t when he used
60 students each semester will go
"He encourages everyone to a photograph of a person
on to become photographers," to assign portraitures to his class, find the niche they want to get in- dominated by his environment.
says Merritt, who has taught he used to get pictures that to," says Seth Tower, a senior Orte shows a man, his back turned,
nothing but photography in his 30 showed a lack of understanding from Massachusetts who has walking amongst the tables
years at UNH.
about what makes a fine pictorial been taking pictures for eight in the MUB~ cafeteFia: It is shot
Merritt, nationally recognized image.
years. "He fosters this incredible from above, the solitary human
for his photography, says he has
"I'd get pictures of students enthusiasm, but then leaves it form existing in an environment
seen quite a few changes in with gum stuck on their noses," open to you to decide what you of squares and circles.
students and the kinds of pictures he says.
Another photograph makes a
want to do with it."
they take during those years.
Merritt points out a group of
''It takes some time for stu- social comment--a form of
"It is all the visual images photographs hanging on a wall in dents to get the knack of how to
photography that is becoming inaround us that have caused the Hewitt Hall taken by Thalia take a good picture and what to
changes,"
says _ Merritt. Ravlin and her classmates last look for,'' says Merritt. ''Some
"Television as much as anything semester. Included are a couple people, however, are just
has changed the way people look of beautiful portraits that deal naturally inept."
at images. Thirty years ago, with both the surface of the perNonetheless, Merritt firmly
before TV, students were much son, arid what lies underneath-- believes that his students can
more naive."
his personality.
learn more than photography ,

creasingly popular, according to
1vlerritt. It shows a man who
looks like a Santa Claus with a
large bel!y. Yet,-he stands alon~_
outside ·a door at night which has
_ been decorated for Christma~.
"The aloneness, the darkness-it is lcind of the antithesis of
·Christmas," says Merritt.
"You work really hard in his
course," says Christopher Kent,
a sophomore from Nashua, who
took beginner's photography last
semester. "The whole year turns
into a long process. Mr. Merritt
tried to impress us that it was a
process.''
l · Merritt seems a bit skeptical
about the new mode of
photography--the snapshot. The
idea behind the snapshot, according to Merritt, is to capture the
"now."
"People take the camera and
turn around with it going 'click,
click, click," says Merritt,
holding an invisible camera to his

eve.

"He tells us that takmg a picture takes time,'' says Tower,
"but time isn't essential. What is
essential is that you have to compose a picture, not just take snapshots."
Merritt
believes
that
photography is the art of the day,
yet he says it is becoming increasingly hard for the young and
old photographers to be
recognized, simply because of the
amount of people involved in it.
"To make a good photograph-.
today--something that survives-is really something," says
Merritt. "There is just so much
that is visual around us."
With that in mind, Merritt sends
his 60--odd students out to look ·
for something they had never
seen in quite the same way '
before--"and then take·a picture of
it

arts&
entertainment
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Jazz is playing it again, man
By Wenn Wallace
Jazz music has returned. NationaHy, record sales, the number of
new jazz clubs sprouting up in
the cities, and attendance at jazz
concerts, all point to a rebirth.
Locally as well, jazz has become
popular.
Priscilla Barton, ,rpanager of
the Book Loft at Town and Campus, says she has see1T a definite rise in jazz record sales in
the past year. She increased the
size of The Book Loft's jazz section and plans to enlarge the entire department in the near f uture.
Because the newer, commercial ja~z is actually a fusion of
: jazz and rock (electronic and
latin rock elements fused with the
more - classical "mainstream
jazz"), Barton feels, "A lot of
people probably don't know what
it is they're listening to. They buy
it and they like it, but they don't

-~ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Calendar

Tuesday, January 31
Stone Church - Bill Morrissey. Located in Newmarket
WUNH, 91.3 F.M . - Jazz with Gene Franceware. Big
Bands. 8-11 p.m.
Franklin Theater - MacArthur, starring Gregory Peck.
Shows at 6: 30 and 8: 50
Puddledock Pub - Jerry Tillet, folk. Own compositions. 8 p. m. State Street in Portsmouth.

Wednesday?. February 1 .
New England Center Galleries - Images of Old Age
in"America, 1790-1977: and exhibition by the Smithsonian Institution Traveling Service. Photographs,
graphics, and contemporary prints. Exhibit runs
February 1-5.
Stone Church - Bill Morrissey
MUBPub-TBA
WUNH, 91.3 F.M. - Classical musi~ with Janet Prince.
havid _Sei1er bolfovos jazz is making

education. (Art lllman photo)
understand it."
'
- She mentioned jazz artists
Chuck Mangione and George that's familiar, you end up singBenson as among the top sellers. : ing or humming along. Jazz is
The popularity of the new fu~ the only music I can study to.
sion~jazz has brought with it ~ It's great background music."
renewal of interest in mainstream
Professor David Seiler of the
jazz. Barton said sales of "cuf UNH Music Department is a jazz
outs," (albums reduced for musician. He speaks easily and
quicker sale), included many ·of informally expressing his deep
the mainstream jazz artists.
knowledge of and love for jazz.
According to Newsweek, main- The word "man" punctuates his
stream jazz musicians such as speech often.
Charlie Parker and John Col"What happened to jazz in the ·
trane are among the lea_d ers in first place is that it didn't have
sales with the reissues of their the publicity," he said sitting in
old albums.
his office in Paul Arts.
Students as well are taking to
"Louis Armstrong warned athe new jazz emergence. Several. bout that as early as the forties.
students thumbing through the Along came people like (Elvis)
jazz section at the Book Loft said
Presley, who had the press agents
they hear a lot of jazz played and publicity men, a-nd then muon stereos in dorms now.
sic was taken over by these guys
"It's soothing," one student and you had the rock revolution."
said. "It's not just a lot of loud
And so rock became king. What
noise like rock is." Most of them is it then that happened to put
agreed that they found jazz easier ·jazz back on the road to poputo study to than rock.
larity'?
Another student added, "When
"Education," said Seiler. "Ten
you have rock on, or something years back or so you didn't have

6 Bp.,n.

a come-back due to

Franklin Theater - Telefon, starring Charles Bronson
and Lee Remick. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30
Puddledock Pub - Dale Szczelowcki, folk. 9 p. m.
Photography Exhibit - Exhibition of student photographs from fall semester's Art 551 course. Hewitt
Hall Exhibition corridor. 8 a.m.- 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday.

high school jazz bands or any
way of getting the young people
familiar with jazz. All they knew
was rock. Then, jazz started to
get some academic integrity.
High schools and colleges started
to build jazz programs."
Seiler said people like Duke
Ellington and Stan Kenton saw
education as important. "They
took the time to do the clinics
and that sort. of thing, to get the · Stone Church - John Perrault.
younger people into it.''
MUSO Film - Man on the Roof. "A bloody but keenThrough this type of education,
eyed, unsparing and , absorbing, multilayered
musicians with good jazz backgrounds got into popular music.
Swedish film." - Lawrence VanGelder. Strafford
Seiler said the jazz rebirth is
Room, MUB. Shows at 7 and 9:30. $. 75
older than a year or so.
MUB Pub - Rose Dunn, folk.
"It really goes back five or six
WUNH
- Classical Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
years," he said. "You got groups
like Blood, Sweat, and Tears-and
Tape_d. 6-8 p.m.
Chicago who had good nmsicians
Franklin Theater - Telefon. Shows at 6:30 and 8:30
with jazz educations doin_g the
UNH
Brass Quintet Recital. Johnson Theater, Faul
writing and arranging. They
started using brass." From that
Creative Arts Center, 8 p. m. ,
time, the use of brass has inSkyline Ballroom - Newington. Off and Sailing. One night
creased.
only.
,
JAZZ, page 16

Thursday, February 2

1

HETZEL HALL
-presents a

DANCE-A-THON
Featuring RICK BEAN

PUT ON YOUR DANCING SHOES!!
_FEB. 3,4,&5· 6 p.m.-6 p.m. 48 hours

Granite-State Room MUB
JI.PRIZES
Grand Prize v_a lue to exceed $100.00

~

¥ LIVE GROUPS FROM BOSTON
~

REFRESHMENTS BY

D.J.s

Burger Kirig
Dunkin Donuts
Pepsi

Help Dance away KIDNEY DISEASE
PICK UP SPONSOR SHEETS AT
Stillings
Philbrook
Huddleston

Jan 23-Feb 2 Mon-Fri 11-1, 4-(;

MU.B ACROSS FROM TICKET OFFICE MON-FRI 10-4

DON'T WAIT
REGISTER NOW
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·Flip tops flipping out flippers
we will be seeing the conventional type around for a while longer,
because of or.ders between New
~µ;hire and Vermont c~ing.
· The new kind, for those who
1¥1ve not dropped a quarter in a
vending machine recently, still
advises consumers not to litter.
However, the "perma-tab," designedJQ. be non-detachable, can
come off land will unless careful
need is taken to·avo[d-thi&
A senior business··major wrinkles his forehead and studies the
new directions, follows them and
emls up with the flip part of the
"lift" in his hands.
"You can still drink out of it,"
he says.
But problems arise when the
top stays non-detachable.
"I can't get enough out of lt,"
says a junior political science

By Janet Prince
one week ago to Durham. It reIf you have ever been puzzled places the conventional "ringby the appearance of flip tops on pull-end" and the "button-downs )r:-~ cans and can't figure out · end", a prior experiment in non~-fry · to overcome your prime ob- detachable tops which proved un, jecl. ve -- getting the liquid out -- successful.
"I u~ed to break my fingernails
fear not.
A new flip has just been intro- · on the button kind,'' says a junior
"Ready Made Copy-Same Day Service."
duced in New Hampshire and English major.
promises
to top
ease
the pain and "button-down-end"
Many tim~s, in order
open a
. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.., agony
of flip
endeavors.
can, to
a suppleNo longer do you have to flip mental utensil, such as a pen,
the top of the conventional "ring- was needed to get the "buttons"
pull-end" and wonder what to do to break away from the can. In
UNH BOOKSTORE
with it after you pull the ring. Oregon, this type is the only acSeveral s.uggestions have been ceptable mode of flip tops consisIN APPRECIATION
made, and throwing the too on . tent with ecological legislation
. the ground is ·the least pleasing( mandating non-detachable ends.
propping the toplnside· the can
Although there is no legislation
To all students, faculty and staff, we wish to express
can be dangerous, especially for in New Hampshire restricting
people who take healthy swigs . flip tops, the new "perma-tab"
our sincere gratitude for your patronage and patience
and may find the top in their has been introduced at the conduring our iust completed bookrush operation at the
mouth -- not a method of disposal venience for production by Epic
suggested.
Enterprises, New Hampsrure·s
Memorial Union Building.
The new "perma-tab" flip top supplier.
To the Bookstore employees and University support
: doesn't flip -- it "iifts." The
For one senior, the new non-depersonnel who often worked in severe weather condi"perma-tab" is used in canning · tachable top may solve an agetions, to assure success for the operation, our thanks to
!production by Epic Enterprises, old problem. "I used to cut my, of Ayer, Massachusetts, and is self on the old kind all the time,"
vou for your hard work and dedication.
. designed to be non-detachable,
he says.
making it ecologically safe.
Daria -sheehan, Pepsico, Co.
"Perma-tab" was introduced customer relations person, says

I

majo1 . '' The liUle lid get:) in the

1

R.B.Stevenson, Store Manager
J.R. Maier, Associate Manager

Thomson avoids airport confrontation

FRANKLIN
THEATRE
Tues.
6:30 & 8:30

Gregory Peck

''MacArthur''
coming ... Charles Bronson in

''Telefon''

als 0

way.''
Evm
though
sentiments
against the new kind of flip tops
have been expressed, freshman
Lauren Wiseman says, "I like'
these. ·
"You don't have to throw the
flip.tops on _the grounl ;, :·

· g
COffilll · · ·

THOMSON
"Thomson compared New
continued from page 1
lot" about South Africa, that she Hampshire with South Africa,
reads newspaper and magazine saying ·that both were having
problems
in
accounts of conditions in that comparable
country, and also watches the developing it. And South Africa is
stories carried on national a country where we're going to
have to ·buy uranium in · a lew
television news.
As she talked about Thomson years ."
and some of the things he said
Hamilton doesn't think Thomduring his nine-day trip, she got son should make trips to counmad ano her words of·criticism tries where racism is ·practiced in
grew more heated.
the same way that some com"I'm mad because Thomson munities practice religion. She
was praising the South African doesn't think the governor should
government while bulldozers , be visiting foreign cquntries
· were going into the ghettos when · New Hampshire is having
around Johannesberg and problems of its own, such ·as
knocking down houses.
inadequate medical care and
"I know," Hamilton said. "It poor housing for its people.
· was on the news."
''Thomson said some of the
Medora Hamilton said she · houses in Soweto were nicer than
, worries about a lot of things his neighbors '1n Orford: So why
which at first wouldn't seem to isn't he doing anything about it'?
affect someone who has lived If he can't act lik~ a governor, he
their whole life in the small New should quit."
Hampshire town of Laconia.
Hamilton said she doesn't know
Hamilton is concerned about why the people of this state keep
nuclear energy, a subject which electing Meldrim Thomson as
Thomson reportedly discussed their governor. "This was just
with the South African prime another slap in the face as far as
minister. She's worried about I_'m concerned," she said, her
what she calls "the Seabrook- voice verging on a shrill cry. "He
admitted that the medical care in
South African connection."

this state is worse than in some of
, South Africa's ghetto hospitals . I
· hope people remember that one."
Sharon Tracy cut short a visit
to Massachusetts so she could be
,,at the Manchester airport when .
Thomson's flight was scheduled
to arrive. She was there with her
homemade sign because "Mel
Thomson made $.Orne incredibly
racist remarks about South
Africa, and because he's given
his support for a repressive white
regime."
Tracy said she didn't think the
group's efforts would have any
effect on the situation in South
Africa, or any effect on the
governor.
Like the 34 others at Grenier
Airport who arose early on a cold
· Manchester morning to meet the
governor, Tracy said her actions
were c{ir~~ted at more than iust
the man whose official residence
is Bridges House in Concord.
"I want to make people aware,"
Tracy said. "I want people to
know that there are people in this
state who are very much against
Meldrim Thomson, and are
willing to stand up for what they
believe in."

"COUSIN COUSINE"
1.11.-----------'--•,,
_________._..

___ classified ads ___- _ __..
for sale

OVEfy~Table &l'8p'·· 6'roilerib~~~-. -~~feet
for dmmg hall blues or sm1ll $hanties

FOH SALE: Nikonos 11 underwater camera . . •
.Takes eood mctures even if vou never use
~/~ nd erwater . .r:•75 .oo 742 ·41 06 keep lry[ng
grover machines, hard shell-lined case. Call · TYPEWRITER -:-1',fanii'alOliveTii--Portable
Marc 868-2108 $200. 2/10
~§JI_l}gJ~5J)() C';§.!!!!_arbara at 868 _965002 a____

\\ onwn ·s White Stag slrl'lch ski pants . Over
Price
negotiable.
Mark
868-5846
till' boot ra t'ing style. Hoyal Blue . Brand · GUITAR· Gibson SGlOO 2 Gibson Pickups .

1u-w size 12 I 1:1/1-l 1 $1:i.()(I Martha . Stoke
2-ll l-11:1:1, 1/ :ll

pre-paid class •d form .
TO READ AS FOLLOWS:

For Sale: Ladies Rieker ski boots size
7M. Leather with metal buckles. Excellent FOR SALE: Professional Swivel Desk Chair
condition. $20.00 or best offer. Call Mary $30 - Krebs Maple coffee Table $40 - Locke
659-5230 PM or weekends. 2/10
Boston Rocker $40 - Clover Green Tole Floor
~1%es 11 weeks Lamp $25. Call 659-2729after 5:30 P.M. 2/17
~~r si~,t~'.
8
CAR STEREO AM-FM 8 track in dash
STEREO AM-FM radio, turntable and speaklike nev.:, used only a few mo~ths, $120 ers. Walnut finish. Excellent condition
Only $85.00 CaJI Sue at 862-1945 or 868-9924
new, askmg $60, call Tony 868-5173. 2/10
Minolta XE-7 35mm camera._Auto exposure ?./I"
eled.rnnir. shutter. With Fl 4 50mm lens - - ·- ·-- -·~ --One year old $260.00. Also hav·e 'other lenses. • TURNTABLE-Dual --122:> " 1toII1atic. turnta' bl~. ~ust cover and a $40 P1ckermg car. Call Nick. 659-2117. 2/10
REEL to· REEL · Sony model TC-S60 DA
tridge mc\u_ded. Bought last year for $195
: wf auto _reverse. Runs well. Asking $95. must sacr1f1ce for $115. Sounds great. Cail
Bob, Christensen 414, 2-1978 or 868 _9839 _213
749-2844, ask for J. T. 2/17
For . Sale :_ two WYf studded snows, A78-13 Lloyd's multiplex stereo system. AM/FM
(I?,000 m1) $30/pa!r. One ww, A78-13 (5 000 I 8 track, phono, 2 walnut stereo speakers'.
m1), $15. Both fit Toyota Corolla. Call $125 firm. If interested contact: Bob Wise742-4858 2/3
man 438 Stoke or Call 2-2378 2/17
Compact refrigerator, perfect for dorms.
·
2 yrs old. Same as those rented on Campus
for $50/year. For $60 you can own one.
Call Tom 964-5334 around 6 p m Will deliver
21w _
· ·
·
- - -...:....,..--=--====~-~~-- , FOJ:l SALE: '67 VW Squareback . Rebuilt
1966 YW CAMPER BUS Factory camper engme. No rust. new tires. ' Best offer.
Can 868-2349. 2/17
w/pop-top, fold-out double bed roof rack
front tire mount seats 5, 2 folo1-out tables:
etc. NO RUSr . new starter. battery, 1970_Galaxie 509. Power steering. Autogenerator, front tires. ignition switch - en- mat1c trans. snow tires and trailer hitch
gine completely rebuilt :io,ooo miles ago. · included. Runs well. $350. 742-0492. Dave 2/3
$675. Call 868-9831. Ask for Mark . 2/ 3
.
Brita nnica-flfncyclopedia$475.00 .original '
FOR SALE: 1973 V.W. Fastback. 65,000
price was over $700.00 Excellent condition.
A,lso: 1973 V.W. Van in goorl conriilion
miles-repainted last summer. $1,800 or best .
$1700. Write: Chris Kushner, 57 Sil.v er offer. Call 742-1955 between 5:30 and 7:00
St. 1 Waterville.., Maine 04901. 2/7 ·..
·
p.m . 2/14
f'f)R=SALE--~ 1969- Ford -E~~n<>I f~e
~i96...,..3,...D~
.~
OD
~ G=
E _P_O_L_A_R-_A--N
- e-e-ds-bo_d_y_w_o_rk- to
VS ,'.\utomatic trans . · heavy duly sus- pass mspect1on. Engme works fine and will
pension · 4 good tires · $950 or nearest
run forever. Needs owner who appreciates
offfr 436-1851 Make an offer!! 2/ 10
old cars! $100 or best offer. 749-4951 Irene .
FOR SALE: Exercise bicycle.Se~1?s ·deluxe
Keep trying . 2/7
.
model. Hardly used . Sells for $80 in latest
1~7_2 MG Midget, low mileage, excellent consale catalog. Will sell for $50. 742-4106
k~e_p _try1ng 2/I, .
..- - d1t10n . $2200 664-2162 after 6. 2/17
,,.

c~fi<F-l~~~~~J

cars for sale

- -.
PLEASE PRINT

--·-------

MUST BE PREPAID

FIRST INSERTION: _$1.00 for 30 words or lesa; $.&O ror each 15 word~ extra.
EA6H CQNSE~UTIVE INSERTION: $.25

Maximim number of run~ 6.

Telephone numbe1s and dates count as one word; byphenated words count iS two.

Mistabs on our part merit one additional run.
Amt encl.:

TO RUN __ _ TIMES.

Make checbp.ayable to: ·The New Hampshire, Rm. "161
Memorial
Union.
- .,t..
.

\I ~n:

Video Tape Recorder $360 firm , record up to
1 hour on half' inch video tape. 20 min .
tape and instruction book included. Good
for self critique, etc. 749-2158. 2/14
Fischer 201 AM-FM stereo amplifier-receiver. 11.1 price $90· used down coat $10 ·
Books for Man in His Environment and The
Living World . Very cheap! Ca ll 664-2441
before 8:30 A.M ., after 10 :00 P .M. 2/17

1972 C-20 CHEVY PICK-UP: 3/ 4 ton w/250
6cyl. engine, blue, Fleetside, 3· bed body
has no rus t w(few bumps . Heavy 9u{y sus' pens~on w/coil Springs. Heavy duty clutch
(same as W/308 l. Heavy duty step bumper
w/ ba ll. AM radio wino Interior extras.
Brand new front tires w/ snows on rear.
A solid buy for a firm $1 ,700. Ask for Ben
207-967-5572. 2/3
1
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This skier heads Off across the country
was really getting-into the skiing ,tral Avenue. I sped-forward, no
SKIING
until we reached a wooded trestle longer feeling the need to stare
continued from page 2
This is ctifferent froni downhill on the tracks across a half-frozen down at those roosters.
, I eased my way across the
because you have the freedom to- - brook 10 feet below.
The trestle was about 15 feet in tarred pavement, had just got
move your heel. Only the front
part of each touring boot is at- length, and was made of wooden ·back on the snow and was
tached to the binding,1' Cathy ex- ties with fotir inch spaces bet- following behind Cathy when my
plained, giving me a demon- ,ween each one. There weren't anv right ski sunk into a foot of snow.
guard rails on either side ot the ·caught completely off guard, I
stration.
pushed my left foot forward, and
I slid my right ski out in front of track.
The prospect of crossing the toppled over.
me, and speared the ground with
I didn't care that I was covered
my pole and then proceeded to trestle made me think twice
push my left ski forward, digging about continuing. I envisioned with snow; I didn't even care that
my right pole into the powdery myself getting a pole caught bet- I couldn't get out of the packed
snow. I felt like a toddler taking ween boards, tripping over my ·snow without taking off at least
skis, or not having enough time to :one ski. I was proud of myself for
his first steps.
Before too long I could ski with- clear the way for a s1>eeding train . ·.completing the five mile run into
out making a conscious effort to which could approach at any .Dover, and wasn't at all em-·
coordinate my left I!_ole with rny minute on the tracks. I couldn't 'barrassed when an elderly gerF
right ski and vice versa. Cathy bear looking down at the water, ·tleman hollered over to ask me if
was right; cross-country is yet if I didn't look down I couldn't ·I was all right.
I took the Kari-Van back into
similar. to jogging. Invigorating, be sure my poles wouldn't get
yot tiring.

duck in tho wood. Cathy urged

Durham. I didn't want to wear

We made progress and the
Dairy Bar became a dark blur
behind us. I couldn't keep up with
Cathy, and I was relieved that
she was the first to fall. My first
fall wasn't too bad; it was a cinch
to get up. I missed out on a lot of
the scenery en route because I
was too busy staring down at my
skis to prevent them from
crossing. I didn't relish wiping
out in the snow more than was
absolutely necessary. The red,
white, and blue rooster on the tip
of each ski became a familiar
sight.
. I could feel un-used leg
muscles-especially m my calvesbeginning to ache at the unaccustomed activity. My arms
began to tire from thrusting the
poles in the ground. I thought an
hour had passed, when only 30
minutes had gone by.
"Do you think we've gone two
miles yet?" I asked Cathy as we
passed the green houses located
past Madbury Road. I thought we
were doing well.
"No way," Cathy replied,
deflating my optimism. On we
went.
.I was having a great time and

me on as I literally inched my
way across the trestle. Finally,
my skis hit the snow again, and I
sighed in relief.
·
I knew we had just about made
it when I spotted the Ramada
Inn. My legs were tired, but I continued ·on, determined to reach
Central Avenue as I had told my
friends I would. I wasn't about to
give up now.
Store. buildings and gas stations
came into sight, and with them
the railroad crossing along Cen-

out a good thing too soon.
My aching leg muscles reminded me first thing Sunday morning of Saturday's activity. But
even sore muscles couldn't
change the way I felt about my
introduction to cross-country
skiing: I couldn't wait for my
:next trip.
· And maybe the best part of my
first day out on those long, thin
cross-country skis was that I
never had to shout out, "Look out,
I can't ski!"

•

'. Only have an hour for lunch?
That's all you need for
a shampoo, cut and blow dry at

.

WHITEHOUS~
OPTICIANS, INC.

RESEARCH

b J"'- ,;:

l 0,000 TOPICS

QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND $1.00 FOR YOUR ZZO-PAGE
MAIL ORDER CATALOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
J 1322 IDAHO AVE., 206-F
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90025
(213) 477-1474

~

BERMUDA ..... ......................... $229:J;-.
: includes: Jet Air Fare, hotel
college week activities, taxes

FORT LAUDERDALE (Mar 3-10)
via train ............... . .-......................... $199*
rvia jet plane. ~ .............................. ...... . $229*
includes: Transportation via jet or
train, motel for 7 night~, taxes
*All rates plus 15% tax and serv.ice
accomo4!~tio~:t>_ased on triple or quad occupancy

TRA~

THE GREAT l?AYIBADER

Durham
Hours
M-S 9-5:30

·Thurs.eve till 8

I

~··························~···~
♦
♦

-

0

FAST

THESES

TYPING

♦ EFFICIENT

♦

REASONAJ3LE

Lee TRA.FRC C1RCL€.

•

.

APE~S

.

.

lff, NH

cross country and
.backpacking equipment

REPORTS ♦
P

♦

:

♦

♦

i~ ...............................
RD.
•♦
BOX 288MIDDLE

Tel. 868-5970

29 Main SL

~ \

,;

College Week

SUN VACATIONS

_J

·~

I :._

WEATHER INSTRUMENTS
SUNGL~.~~E§
_BINOCULARS

~

andthe
Midnight Plowboys

:RAIR~t~:B
l011u:jxreoo

Rx PRESCRIPTIONS
FILLED OR DUPLICATED

~

TUES.-WED. Bill Morrissey
THURS. John Perrault
FRI .-SAT. Banjo Dan

35 Main St.
Across from Post Office

Dover Drug Building
6 Broadway
Dover, N. H.
Tel. 742-1744
8:30-5; Closed Wed.

ACADEMIC

on Zion Hill, Newmarket- 659-6321

Open 9:aO-(i Mon.-Sat.

R_T. 1, DOVER. N.H. 03820 TEL (603) 742-0394

classified ads
v·t

Rent; Apartment in central location of DoResident and Relief counselors.
Dover
For Sale ~%9 Ford Econoline Van -·
Group Home for 8 adolescent girls in need
' automati_c trans. Heavy duly suspension. v~r. Un K-van route, near grocery. To
lease or sublet 100/mo call Nancy, 742-5338
of supervision. Live-in position. 2 individu; 4 good tires $950 or nearest offer 436-1851
or Pam 659 5622. 2/17
als or married couple. Some group home
Makeanoff~rJl._U7 __ _____ __ _
counseling experience he]pfu[ Duties in1966 VW Bug 30,000 miles on a rebuilt Apartment for rent on K-van route in a cen- or
clude cooking and counseling. Live-in relief
engine. Needs bodv work. but runs very
trally located area of Dover. There is a
help also needed for 2 davs oer week. Goon
we11. $150.00. Call_~
868-7446 2/10 _ __
lease until August. Am willing to sublet. ' pa~. Need to fill positions by 2/3/78. Call
$95/mo. Call Pam S. 659-5622 1/31
1970 VW squareback. Radial tires, new
742-2963. 2/3
shocks great in snow , 28 MPG. $600.00 or
best offer. Call Skip 207-439-2812 (Kittery
QUESTIONNAIRES
ABOUT
SOCIAL
PROBLEMS need to be scored by work-study
PU 2/10
FOR SALE - ·1970 yellow 2 door Maverick · Typing··- 65¢" peI' rege. Caren, Devine 232 student. Number & scheduling of hours quite
flexible throughout semester.-Leave name &
3 speed automatic, recent work - new wheel
2-1062 or 868-9703: 1727
phone no. for Leon Swartzendruber at Dept.
cylinder. Snows, good gas mileage, 94,000
TYPING of theses, resumes, r~ports, corresmiles, start talking at $275. Call 659-2896. 2/10 . pon~ence, on ~BM Cf)rrectmg Selectric, of Psych, 862-2360 2/3
ch01ce of style/pitch, by experienced business
Expe.r1~~ced waiters and ~vaitresses desfred
1971 Dodge Sportsman Maxiwagon - 12
teacher /secretary. Fast, efficient reasonat Squire Wingate's in Stratham, N.H .Please ,
p~ssenger, 45,000 miles . 862-2145. Around
able, dependable. Call Diana Schuman
call 772·_95l!l or 772-2771 for appointment.
noon. 2/7
i~~versity Secretarfr,' Associates, 742-4858'.
Other h1tchen and dining room positions
:o1:,1~\1!!:?,l~<!_l~o. ltll_~--- ---- - · - ····1965 Chrysler Newport sedan, 8 cyl, a.t.,
4 dr. ps, pb, radio, very good running
TYPING - Letters. Rusumes. t<.eports , The<i}UNSELORS ASSOCIATION - OF--PRIcondition; $500 or best offer; 868-5425. 2/14
se,-; 2.Qyr~. exp. 7:19:26~£- ~/JO
_
V,'\TE CAMPS seeks qualified counselors
SUMMER JOBS GUARANTEED OR
for 90 member camps located N. Eastern
MONEY RACK . NATION'S LARGEST
U.S. July and August. Contact: AssociaFlFTY
DIRECTORY.
MINIMUM
tion of Private Camps, . S3 West 42nd St.,
EMPLOYERS/STATE. INCLUDES MASTNe,v Y_or~, ~ Y. !OiJ'.36_12_12, .7_36_-~~95-:._7_{!.Q__~ER APPLICATION. ONLY $3 SUM CHOICE
One roommate wanted to share large two
BOX 645. STATE COLLEGE, PA. 16801.
bedroom apartment in Dover. Four miles
2/7
from campus on Kari-van route. Rent:
90.00 per month plus utilities. Call 659-5122
WANTI-:h 1'(5Bl.JY used pair .of cross~cotinanytime and leave message. 1/31
try skis length not important. Reasonably
ROOMMATE
WANTED: Non-smoking
fi;i~e1 1ri t~ Tes,; E~erctt . Gen. De_l. ~-u~13
: female lo share apt. in Dover. Own becfLadies "See-th~ugh tops.·· 3.50 pr/hour.
room, on Kari-Va(! route. $100/month plus
Plus tips Attractive women Please inquire.
ut1l1t1es . CaH 749-2345 after6:00 p.m. 2/3
Back aft tavern Kittery, Me. Please call
jQ.[...illilll. 4:39-2920 2/7 _ _
Hoommate wanted 2nd semester, Rye Beach
~~~ per month I includes heatl call 431 8983
Work stud}' job ~~ailable. Teacher assistant
DESPERATELY NEEDED ride to Man- ·:--- - ·
. .
.
needed at Children's Workshop. Call Cathy:
. chester every Tues or Thurs. morning to get
868-2920 davs. 659-5826 ev~11~1~/~31_
· __
field placement ... will share gas. Please call
Fe.m ale roommate warited: Luxury apt. in
·
.J udy 868-7069 2/3
Dover on the Kari-van route. Own room
~ELP WANTED: Make good money part
w/w, kitchen & laundry facilities. Excellent
Ride needed roundtrip from Durham ~rea
time campus representative needed for fun
location - No Pets - rent $125/mo. Includes
and easy t~ sell product-no gimmicks-proven
to Concord .evert Friday. Will share ~as,
_ ~eiJf older student. Call Nancy
campus wmner-we show you how-send name
r&i.~7~ASE CO TACT Shay 868-54?9 a ter
9 33
address, phone no ., school, year of graduation along with self-addressed stamped envelope to: F.P. Inc., 136 Lakeshore Dr.
01752
l
Marlboro
Ma.

services

Dark gray calico cat. Lost vicinity of Mary
and BIil's Country Store. South of Lee Circle. Rte 125. lf you think you know anything about her whereabouts, please call 6595343. 2/3
Lost key chain which reads: "Where are
all the broads" . Please contact Kirk 868-5495.
1/31
~eward! A_pair of prescription sunglasses
m a red vmyl case were lost durmg the
first week of the semester, on campus
or on Main Street. If found call 368-2962.
2/14
Lost - 2 dogs·- a yellow labrador, male 8
months old and a Golden Retreiver, 12 years
old, maleJ.. in Mill Road - Packers Falls
Rd. area. tteward 659-5190. 1/31
.
LOST: Pair of square-framed glasses in a
flowered cloth case. Call Karen 868-9707
2-1650. 2/10
'
LOST: German Wirehaired Pointer, Male,
:i<U,~iii'.zf~iP:hiftl~\th Brown Spots.

roommates

WaDted

help wanted

ri des

-~

~[~i

lost & found

for rent

Room space for rent. Located just off
campus on Strafford Ave. at Alpha Ga·mma
Rho Frat. Call 868-9859 or 862-1306. 2/14

Wanted someone to care for 10 week old
boy in 'his home. Flexible hours to suit
you. Within 1 mile of UNH. Starting date
Jan. 16. Call 742-7636 1/31

Lost Pendelton green plaid s..:arf in Area
of College Corner and Scorpio's . Very important if. fo~n~ pl~a~c cc.111 _868'.9711... 1/_:li_.
\

All girls interested in entering the Dance
Marathon at the MUB on Feb. 3, 4, and 5
and know you can last 48 hours are requested
to contact Kevin (307 Lord) or Denis C306
Lord) Tel. 862-1636 or 868-9715. As soon as
~LQ!e. NO JOKE. We're going to win ! 1/31
ATTE;NTION GAMBLERS! ! HORSERAClNG
,AT NlTE OF SlN, Friday, February 10 in
the MUB. Be there from 7:30- 1:00. 2/3
Blackjack, Roulette, Craps Coffee house
Novelties, Food & Entertainment. Where's
1t all happening? At Greek Nile of Sin Fri~
Feb. 10 m the MUB. Don't miss it! 2/10
'
My foot is beginning to ache, thin king about
skateboarding. By the way , how are you anyway? The "woman on the go" sends her best.
A lost and lonely love. 1/31
Only a nerd would miss Greek · Nile of Sill,

fridaX, F_ebruary 10, in the MUB. Potsie. 2/3
Don't forget the dance Marathon this weekend. Beginning Friday February 3-Sunday
i;~~ruary 5. Sponsored by Hetzel Hall.

personals
Lil' L~rry-Happy 19th birthday to our c-0nservalive wild one, We hope you'll become
n trJY.
man this year! Love, your girls
1

f

%1

hey swank-have you performed any successful acupuncture with blushes lately? have a
. good adventure but don't cheat. zachary
and the gang 1/31
To all those interested in Intramural basketball or Human decency: the team in this
.,,,....fs. p,r<?gr_a m playing un~er the. name
m1aha 1s m no way associated with the
unique and original "mialia sharpshooters"
: whose teams speckled history has graced the
mtramura1 program nere at the umversny
for the last four I.ears and made dead babies
; ~ymbol of ath etic ex.cellence everywhere
1
. STARDUSTERS! The .Little Sisters .. of .
·_ Kappa Sigma invite all women to attend
·a rush orientation meeting, Tuesday Jan. 31,
. 8:00 p.m:,.in the ~nate room at the MUB. 1/31

and ...
. Horse drawn sleigh rides. Excellent for
. frats., Sororities or groups. Contact Richard
Rm 337 2-1619 or Les13araen 332-0082. 2/14
LIKE MONEY? FREE Carving Guide will
help }"JU save money. Employed girls call
. ~?~;24~I -c .clc,.../3'="_1'---~---- - -

~lfe~~ ~f~~i~on~~1nii~ !e;:~~~~1!~~~~~
1

· esp~cially tours _and develQpments for the
sp·rmg concert. Sunday Feb. 5 Parsons
LlOI at 7:00 P.M. l/31
Women's Supper Clarence's Restaurant -Portsmouth, Friday Feb 3rd, 6:00-8:00 P.M .
.info. 436-9512. 2/7
CONTACT LENS WEAHEHS! Sa\'l' mnn,,,·
on vou·r brand name hard and- soft lens
~upt~fN;l~~f1-

1~~=~·~~~Nm11r:\\(9}<~~w~w

1

:i➔ 1

E . Canwlback
Phoenix. Arizona 8S012 u:i
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Poulton

COmICS
by Bob Fin~gold

Dn Call!pus

goes to

THt QvUT•Ofll IS "IJAS THI!
~EfE:t.i)Ett'T f)l TH f 1'o~t£!.SION OF
AN1' OKl>El Tli6 INFLIIENC.£ Of
THAT Ml)l)-IJJAR'PIN6 l>R06-

Washington

---------J

J"IA RI J"UAN A1''

Our Better Side

by Debbie Blood
:I -1/2/n k. I 'II

€ Vtn

do .so m~ :s iv c;(. lf , 111 •

THE S7lJIJENT5 OF HENRY
K/SSl~1 AR& 11/EAR/f.E
M45,tS 7lJ SYMBOI.IZE O/i!<

I

SOL/PARITY IA/ITH 7HE t?E-

,

DOONESBURY
PROFt5S(R l<JSSINGER,ftl&

YO(J AU tJNl)EP.STA!vl), CF~ "'

: 7HAT 77{/5 /)/5-

wG

j /ll/PTION IS GO- ~~
.. ING "TO AFFE:CT VtN,,
: S{)',f£ GMPeS!/
~

! /

ri

f!NO ')()(JR. f1/KTICIP/fTION
IN 7JIE !)INNER. /I0IDIW6
-nit SHA-NA-NA OF //?AN
A81lJ/lRENT, AND alE /JKJVLO
t!KE 7lJ MAKE 71/E RJIJl}(JjN6
STATEMENT,. /
I

BE rr J<NauN 7HlfT~

10

by Garry Trudeau

,

f'RSSE[) PEOPLES OF //?AN..

ANO... "'

Jazz player

1

z

>>

~

collegiate crossword
40 "L'etat, c'est
-"
Jack of nursery 41 Sample TV show
rhyme
43 Burl - ·
Food with lox
44 VP Aar6n, and
River adjacent to
family
Rutgers College ~46 Emperor or pianist
Branch of the
47 Tennis call
military
48 Bothers
Mouthlike opening 50 Was victorious
City in Texas
51 Chicago newspaper
Sweet potato
53 Following closely
Whirled around on
behind
one foot
55 Certain Asians
Wire measure
56 Bitte~conflicts
Actor John 57 Hinder
Cabs
58 Passover dinner
German port
Paint substance
DOWN
mother
Small brown birds
Former Italian
Capital of Iran
president
Part of the body 2 Man or monkey
No one specified 3 Hilly region of
(abbr:)
Morocco
Movie sci-fi
4 On one's toes
thriller
5 Unspoken, but
section, in
understood
math
6 " - in Arms"
Defeat soundl y
7 Like the Gobi
South Pacific
8 Hodges of baseball
kingdom
9 Foes
ACROSS

6
11
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
23
24
25
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
36
39

POULTON
continued from page 3
Poulton, the country's land grant
colleges have a definite interest.
''Land is pre-eminently a finite
resource," he said. "Over the
past couple of decades we in southern New Hampshire may very
well have lost over half of our
usable agricultural land" to industrial development.
If the country is going to use
less energy and concentrate on
fewer energy-intensive forms of
production, " wt 111.<1y ho.vc to take
a step backwards" to more intensive agricultural production,
which means intelligent land-use,
Poulton said.
The group also booed to impress on government officials the
need for closer cooperation between the federal government
and land grant colleges in agricultural research, most of which
is done by college researchers.
Poulton said his group was impressed and gratified by the reception and attention given them
by members of Congress and offi. cials in various federal agencies.

ANSWERS AT RIGHT

10
11
12
13
14
19
22
24
26
28
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
42
44
45
48
49
52
54

Permissive
Kingly
From Carson City
Morning, in
Marseilles
Disposes of
Draft animals
Puts up a picture
again
Soviet government
City in Ohio
Young animal
Mythical bird
Guevara
Desires, as for
knowledge
- - wagon
Former
Angry .
Shad-like fish
Profess·iorf of TV's
"Quincy"
Slopes
Backless slippers
Ice device
Mistake
Data, for short
Trumpet attachment
"Your majesty"
Unit of computer
information
Jar part

JAZZ
continued from page 13
Seiler mentioned other reasons
for the return of jazz. One is the
changing image of jazz. "The
images of the beginnings of jazz
are bad ones," he said. "Dirty,
sleazy, clubs and drugs." But
that idea is changing.
"A lot of the big people now
aren 't into any of the drugs or
that stuff."
Another reason for jazz's new
popularity, he said, is that jazz
is the only form of music that is
really American. "It's ours, n~body else's.''
There is a controversy amongst
jazz musicians. Some of the older
mainstream musicians consider
·the new fusion-jazz a sellout of
real jazz.
Seiler puts himself somewhere
in the middle. He said of fusion'jazz: "Well, it's not mainstream,
but it's done a lot to draw attention to jazz as a whole and also to
mainstream it. I think it's been
good for jazz in that respect."
Jazz is S~iler's rife. He tesches
now because he, like Ellington
and Kenton, saw education as
perhaps the best way to reach
people with jazz. "And besides,"
he said, "I don't reallyJike going
on the road anymore.''
"Jazz is a higher art form than
other popular music,'' Seiler said.
"It draws from other forms of
music, like classical, and does
things with it."
Jazz has returned. And if Dave
Seiler and other jazz musicians
are right, it is back to stay.

.I
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ANSWERS
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The VW

Fire

Beetle era

·- ~udget

is a thing

criticized
,FIRE BUDGET

,contjnued from page 2
cent raise after a certain time
period with subsequent regular
four per cent raises.

of the past

Even a 10 per cent increase
"is a little bit more than the
overali increase for the University,'' he added.

v.w.
·continued from page 2
world has owned a VW ·at one
time or another. The first car I
ever had was a 1963 Bug. Everyone had them then. It was like
a cult."
Even non-Volkswagen owners
are sad. Freshman Judi Paradis
said, "I always wanted a shiny
orange VW. Now that I can't buy
a new shiny one they 're just not
as a~pealing."

Not everyone, however, is sad.
The resale value of us~d Bugs
has jumped. People ,1ho are
planning to sell their Bugs and
move on to bigger cars are
pl~ased with the turn of events.
Senior Steve Morrison, owner
of a '70 Beetle, said, "I think
it's great. -I paia $1000 for mine
two years ago and I can probably
still sell it for that now."
According to Victor Hickox,
owner-manager of Hickox VW in
Manchester, ''the 1973 Beetle still
sells for what it cost new, $2,500.''

The passage of the Volkswagen Beetle has led to the surge of the Volkswagen Rabbit. But will the Beetle ever really be replaced in the hearts of those of us who
drove them so long and so far? (Artlllman photo)
places, takes its drivers up icy
hills no other car could climb,
and has carried thousands of
. Americans safely over millions of
miles of this country's roads and
highways over the past nearly
·
three decades.
·
Owning a Beetle is like having
another person in your family.
It has a personality. It is someone
you can talk to and confide in.
Its loyalty is unquestionable.
The Volkswagen was an individual, but its individuality was
what did it in.

The increased resale value
According to Doherty, the
might be wonderful for some .. but Beetle was designed 45 years ago,
not everybody is ready to part , and it was this "antiquarian
with his Beetle so easily.
design" requiring a great deal
To many the Bug has been a -of hand bolting that made it unfaithful friend. It starts reliably adaptable to an automated
on cold winter mornings, squeezes assembly line.
Herb Williamson, manager of
. into unbelievably small parking

public relations for Volkswagen
of America, said that rising
production costs along with the
advent of the import surcharge
in 1971 and the devaluation of the
dollar with relation to the
German Mark in 1972 contributed
to the rising sales price.
According to Williamson, the
sales price rose sharply from
$1,899 in 1971 to $3,699 in 1977.
The rise in sales price, the
entry of large numbers of
Japanese and domestic cars into
the small car market, and finally
the competition of VW's own
Rabbit, has reduced the demand
for the Beetle to the point where
it is no longer profitable to produce, said Williamson.
Beetle imports rose from two
in 1949 to an all time high of
423,009 in 1968 and then began

Greenawalt said another cost
·increase involves the fire department retirement plan, a mandatory New Hamoshire system with
" much higher rates than social
: security,".Greenawalt said. Those
rates will be raised $8,000 as of
this July, he said.

The University has offered the
to drop slowly until last year, fire department a 10 per cent
when only 19 ,240 were imported. ;budget increase, said Prince. If
the town wants to consider
Manchester's Hickox Motor paying more than one-third of the
Sales sold 800 Beetles in 1972 and budget some hew system could
only 40 last year.
be worked out, he said.
to
Williamson,
According
Prince said the reason for
nearly nine times as many UNH's opposition to the requested
Rabbits were sold in this country :increase "is a matter of reas_Beetles last year alone.
sources. The University is having
The Rabbit is here and the a rough year and next year will
Beetle is gone. The Rabbit may be rough too," he said. "We need
be viewed by the industry as a -to allocate our money if we're
better car, but it will never have to have enough for essentials."
the nostalgia attached to it that
Durham Selectman Larry
the Beetle had.
of ·O'Connell said, "I think what the
A whole
generation
-Americans grew up hardly able selectmen have done is ask about
to wait until they were old enough :the merit of the increase. We
reviewed the fire department
to own their first Beetle.
budget and will increase it" if
The Rabbit will never have that ;approved by the upcoming town
kind of magnetism. It looks like !fire department meeting, UNH,
too many others.
and the town's budget committee,
1
But the Beetle was unique.
he said .

You're working for a college degree to get you started in life. You can
reinforce that degree and get a better start through Army ROTC. You'll get
management training, self-discipline, and a sense of confidence. You'll earn the
extra credentials that will set you apart as a responsible achiever. You'll also
receive $2500 over your last two years in the Advanced ROTC Program. No
matter whether your career plans are civilian or military, Army ROTC
provides opportunities for both--active duty with a starting salary of over
$11,300, or reserve service while employed in the civilian community. Get
started for life after college. Get started in Army ROTC.

CALL:
862-1079
or

Stop by the Army ROTC Building

ARMY ROTC. THE TWO-YEAR PROGRAM.

-
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--------------------Swimmers take two

.

The UNH men's swim team racked up two victories on Saturday, cruising to wins over Bridgewater (72-38) and Keene (77-27)
in a double dual meet.
"The scores are counted as if there were two different meets,"
said UNH coach Frank Belies, who said that his swimmers only,
in fact, competed once.
The Cats won four of the 11 events outright and took seconds in
every event.
Three freshmen, Fred Ludvigsen, Dave Durie and Attila Herczeg took firsts in the 1000, 200 and 500 yard freestyle races respectively. Junior Mark Glenesk took the other first in the 200 yard
butterfly.
"Pete DeJager bettered his time in the 200 individual medley,"
said Belies. "We were moving our people around into different
events."
The wins give1he swimmers a 4-2 record.
.
UNH will host Vermont on Saturday. Belies said the Catamounts
will be tough, as they have defeated the four toughest schools in
New England, which are Connecticut, Rhode Island, St. Lawrence and Maine.

Women win first
UNH's Bruce Cerullo (above) has a grip of Boston College's Jeff O'Hara during action
on Saturday in Boston. Cerullo, however, lost, to O'Hara in the 158 lb. class. (Valerie Heine photo)

UNH grapplers pin Eagles, 31-9
of the outstanding 118-pounders
By Valerie Heine
After the six week semester in New England," said Hess.
break lay-off, the UNH matmen
Captain Nabil Boghos 042
returned to trounce Boston Col- lbs.), Chet Davis (167), Mike Penlege, 31-9 last Saturday, to up dergast (177), and Mike Millingtheir overall record to 4-1.
ton (heavyweight) an had deci"As a whole, New Hampshire is f:ive victories for the Wildcats.
a good, balanced team," comSenior Bob McNally made a pin
mented BC Coach Sheldon Gold- in the 190 lb. contest against
berg, who added that he was im- Eagle Bill Herbert just over three
pressed with John Boghos' match. minutes into the match.
The 118-pounder got the WildHess was notably happy over
cats off to a strong start, pin- the win, but found a few problems
ning Ken Traccali in 1: 12 seconds. with the team. "We won, but we
The Cats went on to win seven didn't look good in winninJ?:. Beout of the ten matches. Senior , cause of the long lay-off our
Scott Woods followed with an im- timing was off, stamina _was _off,
pressive 18-5 decision over Tom ancfthe moves were off."
Bamberg. Wood has just reIt was the Eagles' third loss
turned from taking a semester off of the season. According to Hess,
and wrestled up a weight at 126 "BC had a better balanced team
lbs., since he hasn't had the op- than they did last year when we
portunity to get his weight down beat them 38-9. Our team had to
yet, according to UNH Coach work a l~t harder to win this
Irv Hess. "Wood is usually one time."

Bruce Cerullo, in the 158 weight
division, "lost to an outstanding
wrestler," said Hess. "Jeff
O'Hara is one of the better men
you'll see in New England at that
weight class. Bruce wrestled exceptionally well despite losing."
UNH's Mark Brown also had a
· tough match. He almost had a
, victory in the la_st period, since
, the score was tied and he had
riding time. But he went for the
· pin and ended up on his back when
BC's Kent Karya got a reversal.
"He showed a lot of guts to go
for the pin when he had a win
by decision," commented Hess.
Nabil Boghos, Mike Millington,
Scott Wood, ·and Chet Davis all
remained unbeaten for the Cats.
They will try to maintain that status when UNH meets UMass next
Wednesday, l<'ebruary 8th at Am- · ··
herst."UMass is ranked in "fhe top
i.O in New England.

The UNH women's indoor track team won the first meet in
its history on Saturday, overwhelming Bowdoin College, 73-32 at
Paul Sweet Oval.
"I thought it would be more even," said UNH coach ·Jean Roberts. "We just kept getting stronger and stronger. We've b~~·working out since January 11--twice a day. We were ready for this
meet.''
The Wildcats took ten of the 13 events.
The Cats broke five school records and established two more.
Bridgette Car finished second in the one mile but broke a record
with a time of 5:35.6.
Mary Ellen Letvinchuk won the 60 yard hurdle with a time of 8.9
.
.
and in doin·g so also smashed a record.
Kerry Conroy put her name in ~he re~ord books with a ~2:4~.9 m
the two-mile as did Merrianne D1Masc10, who won the high Jump
with 4'10".
The UNH relay teams established records in the two mile and
the four-by-one-lap relay. The one-mile relay team also broke a
UNHrecord ....
The only events Bowdoin was able to win were the mile, the onemile relay and the shot put.
The Cats are now 1-2 on the short season and will be at Bates one
week from tomorrow.

Thinclads place second
The UNH men's indoor track team finished second in a tri-meet
in Lewiston, Maine this past Saturday, in its first meet since the
semester break.
Host Bates College took first with 70 points followed by UNH
with 54 and Vermont with 46.
The Wildcats took five first places out of the sixteen events .
Bob Frieling took first in the triple jump and broke a Bates record with a length of 44'3½". Don Deroo won the 1000 yard run
with a timeof2:17.4,
Alex Miller of UNH won the 35 lb. weight toss with a throw of
56'5". Mark Gori took the 45 yard hurdles with a time of 5.8 and
John Demers' time of 1: 14.6 was good enough to win the 600 yard
run.
Lou Porazzo (35 lb. weight toss), Charley Fetzner (45 yd. hurdles), Greg White (880 yd. run) and Gary Crossan (two mile ru~_)
all1ook second places for the Wildcats.
The Cats, now 4-5 on the season, will host UMass on Sa turday at
Paul Sweet Oval.
·

Skiers finish fifth

John Demers of UNH is edged out by Bill Tyler of Bates in the two mile relay
Saturday at Bates. UNH lost the race by on tenth of a second and placed second in
the meet. (Jonathan Derick photo)

Second half surge spurs St~gs, 90-55
the game in the second half. The for a lot of that
Stags held the Cats to just twenty
"In the first half, we played
points while runnin_g the fast very well as a unit," said Friel.
continued from rage 20
"We got a good game out of Keith
half. From then until the end. of . break seemingly at will .
"Transition killed us in the se- <Dickson), especiall_y with the
the half, it became the Keith
Dickson show. In that span, the cond half," said Friel. "After we kind of guards he's playing.''
Those guards, Kim Fisher and
UNH junior guard threw in ten of miss a shot, the reaction is to
his 18 points, which was high for worry about missing, and they Jim Desantis, scored 17 and 16
take the ball downcourt. ''
points respectively, behind Flip
the Wildcats.
The Cats shot 23.3 percent from Williams, who hit for 19 points to
The Cats narrowed the gap to
two points and continued to push the floor in the second half, com:.. lead all in the contest.
"How are you going to win
the Stags around until Fairfield's pared to Fairfield's 67.9.
"I thought we came out well," when you shoot 23 percent in the
Steve Balkun fouled Dickson,
who hit on both free throws to said Fairfield coach Fred Bara- second half?" asked Dickson.
kat, "but we lost our momentum. . ''The ball just stopped going in
make the halftime score 35-35.
Fairfiel~ sii:nply° took control of New Hampshire was responsible the basket."
HOOP

The UNH women's ski team finished in fifth place out of eight
.
teams this past weekend at Colby-Sawyer College.
The University of Vermont came in first, followe~ by Middlebury, Johnson State, and Dartmouth respectively.
· .
Three Wildcats finished in the top 15 in the slalom event, which
had 40 competitors. Sue Mellette placed ninth, followed by Nancy
Frechette in 11th and Carolyn Cosette in 13th.
Mary Kendell of Dartmouth finished first in both the slalom and
the giant slalom. Frechette finished eighth in the giant slalom for
UNH .
In the cross-country events, Lindsey Putnam of Middlebury
took first place. The top Wildcat finisher was Pam Smith, who
placed 13th.
·
"The (the UNH skiers ) were a little disappointed in themselves," said UNH coach Marilyn Cochrane, " but I thought they
did well. The cross-country path was difficult because it was so
fast."
,
The Cats will ·compete in their third meet of the season next
weekend at the Univeristy of Vermont. The alpine events will be
held Friday and the cross-country events will be on Saturday.

Bean pac~s men
Co-captain Howie Bean, and freshmen Nat Lucy and Cory
Schwartz of UNH finished numbers-one, two and three respectively in the Epoke cross-country race in Jackson, N.H. over the
·
weekend.
In eastern alpine competition on Wildcat mountain, UNH freshman Jeff Nawrocki finished second in the slalom event.
At Middlebury College, Mike Landgraf took fifth place in the A
class of the 50 meter jumping event and John Fulton took sixth
place.
The Wildcats suffered a blow when junior jumper John Buswell
broke his collar bone in four places and will be.lost for the season.
UNH will start its carnival tour next weekend when it travels
to the University of Vermont.
Compiled by Paul Keegan
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Gymnasts best Canadians

Schneider adjusts to changes
By Fred Carter
Linda Schneider was under
pressure from all sides Sat~rday
night at Lundholm Gymnasium.
Part of the pressure was from
the Montreal Gymnix team. The
team members are 14-16 year old
girls, who are some of Canada's
highest caliber gymnasts. These
girls are training for 1980 Olympics.
More pressure came from a
new move Schneider wanted to
put into her routine during Saturday's meet.
"I had been practicing the
move all week long and had finally gotten it," Schneide_r said. "In
warm-ups I choked on 1t once and
wanted to try it again, but he
(UNH coach Lou Datilio) wouldn't
let me."
Datiliu yelled at Schneider, and

the sophomore gymnast was visibly upset.
Schneider didn't think that Datilio was being unfair. "I could
understand why he yelled," she
said. "Lou was just a bit tense
at the start of the meet.''
When competition got tmder
way, Schneider raced down the
aisle, hit the vault on one of her
jumps and fell when she landed.
Datilio had words with her after
that.
Schneider was the number one
gymnast for UNH last year, b~t
has had to adjust with the arrival of freshman sensation Denise
Walker. Schneider won every
event she competed in during last
year's
undefeated
season.
Against the Gymnix, however,
she missed placing third overall
by half a point, although UNH
won the meet, 136.83-134.55.
Schneider lost her number one
oosition to Walker. who is an elite
gymnast and was nationally-re
cruited. Last year, Walker placed
tenth in the Olympic trials.
''Denise earns everything she
gets," said Schneider. "She has .
practiced a lot of long hard hours
to get fo the top and she deserves
it. I like to be on the same team
with people who are better than I
am because I like to se~ the team
do well.''
''The team has to accept the
fact that we've got a suoerstar,"

Datilio said last week. "She can't used to it."
win everything by herself. They . In the Gvmnix program, if a
all have specific jobs to do and girl stops showing signs of im- !
they do it. This team is less in- provement, she gets dropped ·
volved with personality conflicts from the program, according to
and more with the team part of Gould.
it.,,
"I don't think all my training
Walker placed first in the over- has taken away from my schoolall competition Saturday night a- ing or social life. After you do this
gainst the Gymnix, for the thirc: · for so long you get used to it,''
time in as many meets.
said Dusresne.
The second overall finisher was
"If I won a gold medal in the
UNH's Edie Sutton.
Olympics I would not take advan"I couldn't believe that I came : tage of the opportunities from it. I
in second," said Sutton. "It wasn't would like to coach after the Olyreally a meet, which is why I pro- mpics and finish school. I would
bably did so well. (It was an exhi- like to be a physical therapist,''
bition meet). There wasn't that she said.
much pressure.
"I used to be in track and field,
"The biggest thing for me was but I saw this ad in the paper for
the floor routine. I got my highest tryouts so I came and took a
:,cor~ anll tllat '::; usually my worst cnance.··
event.''
·
Also on the Gymnix team were:
The third place overall finisher Marie Ganier, silver medalist in
was 16-year-old Jeanette Dusres- all-around competition of the June of the Montreal Gymnix. Dus- nior National Championships;
resne was a gold medalist in the Diane Sabourin, a. bronze medal
winner; Monique. St. Arna ult,
uneven bars at the '76 Candian
Junior National Championships. . gold medal winner; Darlene
"Jeanette will be in the 1980 Ol- Speight, all-around champion in
ympics if she wants it badly
competition against the New
enough," said Canadian coach Hampshire Academy of Artistic
Tutie Gould. ''The team practices Gymnastics; and Natalie Brinck,
four hours a day during the week Gold Medalist in the Provincial
and five hours a day on the week- Championships.
ends."
Saturday's exhibition against
"I've been in gymnastics for 10 the Gymnix does not count in
years," Dusresne said. "The last UNH's record. The team takes a
four years have been in competi- 2-0 record into a · Friday meet
tion. There is a great deal of pres- with Michigan State at Lundholm
sure for me out there, but I get Gym.

Icewomen win, 13-4
season and tonight it really paid
off. It was a super team effort .."
"We came out psyched," said
UNH sophomore gymnast Linda Schneider does a vault under
wing Wen-dy Larson. We were the watchful eye of coach Lou Datilio during Saturday's
ready and came out flying."
Friar Coach Tom Palmtyra a- . exhibition meet with Gymnix of Canada. (Fred Carter photo)
greed, ''They skated like they - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - had jets on. We just weren't pushed harder in the second and 'got a Jot of respect for Proviready for them. They're one hel- third periods and outshot them but dence, they never quit trying.
their goalie <Donna Nystrom) is They'll be back."
luva hockev team."
Asked if he thought his tem.,1 super. She's by far the best goalie
The icewomen are still without
gave up after the.four quick first we've seen."
Kim Schell, who has been sideWildcat Coach Russ Mccurdy , lined with the flu, but she says
period goals Palmtyra replied,
"We didn't let down at all. We echoed _Palmtyra's thoughts. "I've , she'll be ba~k next. week .

HOCKEY
continued from page 20

UNH first line. The second line,
which is centered by Morin, with
Coleman and Menald on wing
positions, shined Saturday night
as it forechecked the Friars relentlessly and kept constant
pressure on Mellon.
"I'm glad to see them the second line break out of their slump,''
said defensewoman Wendy Lobdell. "They've worked hard all

-Icat stats I

Hoop: season stats
Name
K. Dickson
P. Dufour
P . Laskaris
B. VanDeventer
T.Cavanaugh
D.Chapman
K. Herbert
J. Quinn
D. Coppin
J. Gureckis
R. Layne
B. Delaney UNHTOTALS
OPPONENTS

G
18
18
18

16
18

17
18
13
14
·7
18
8
18
18

FGPCT
.466
.425
.568
.507
.471
.368
.324
.377
.400
.381
.333
.400
.455
.513

FT PCT
.738
.818
.577
.741
.705
.615
.482
.571
.250
.250
.533
.000
.650
.699

AST
57
33
20
12
25
5
15
2
0
0
28
0
197
2.54

RB
32
37
107
87
112
20
76

TO
57
42
63
30
43
21

TP
2fJ7
197
180
156
159

3l

85

30

10
6
6
18
2
330
307

50
30
17
26

31
6
22
3
672
718

Wrestling: UNH 31, BC 9
Wt.
118

Name
John Boghos <UNHl
Ken Traccali (BC)
126
Scott Wood (NH)
Tom Bamberg (BC)
134
Mark Brown (NH)
Kent Karya (BC)
142
Nabil Boghos (NH)
Mike Mathews (BC)
150
Steve Lopilato (NH)
Tom Matone <BC)
158 -Bruce Cerullo ( NH)
Jeff O'Hara (BC)
167
Chet Davis (NH)f
Brain Kelly (BC)
177
Mike Pendergast (NH)
Tom Brophy <BC)
190
Bob McNally <NH)
Bill Herbert CBC)
UNL Mike Millington (NH)
Mike Shuttleworth (BC)
TOTAL

'fOTALS TOTALS
lst2nd3rdRT SCQRE UNH
OPP
Pin -1:12
6
6
0
2 8 7 1
18
5
0 0 5 0
5
0
12
3 4 4 1
·O
8 4 4 0
16
3
2 0 3 1
6
3
0 1 0 0
1
0
3 3 0 0
6
0
2
1
4 4
11
3
4 0 0 0
4
0
4 0 5 1
10
3
2 0 3 1
6
3
1 0 0 0
1
0
10
0 3 6 1
3
0 •l 2 0
3
0
6 Pin - 3:04
6
0
0
7 5 0 1
13
5
0 0 0 0
0
0
31
9

94

4

1205
1396

AVG.
11.5
10.9
10.0
9.8
8.8
5.5
4.7
3.9
2.1
2.4
1.4
0.5
66.9
77.6

ECAC Division I hockey standings
(Not including last night's games)

Team (overall rec.)
Boston University 07-0-0)
Clarkson (14-7-0)
Boston College (14-5-0l
Brown (8-7-0)
Cornell <11-4-1)
Harvard (9-7-0 l
New Hampshire (11-7-0)
Dartmouth ( 9-8-0)
Providence < 19-11-ll
Northeastern (8-8-ll
Yale (8-10-1)
Vermont (11-10-ll
RPI (10-7-1)
St. Lawrence (8-13-0l
Princeton C4-8-2)
Pennsylvania (4-11-ll
Colgate (3-15-0l

Recent Results
Yale 4 Dartmouth 2
Cornell 11 Penn 2
BU 6 Vermont 4
Providence 5 NU 3
BC6 RPl5OT
Princetcn 6 Vermont 4
Clarkson 4 Yale 3
St. Lawrence 5 Colgate 4 OT

UPCOMING GAMES
February 1 VERMONT
4atNavy
Bat Vermont
16 at Holy Cross
18 at Colgate

ECACRec. PCT.
13-0-0
1.000
.733
11-4-0
.667
10-5-0
8-4-0
.667
.625
7-4-1
.538
7-6-0
8-7-0
.533
.500
7-7-0
7-7-1
7-7-1

8-10-1
5-8-0
4-7-0
5-9-0
2-7-1

2-8-1
2-13-0

'.500

.500

.447
.385
.364

.357
.250
.227

.133

GF
75
90
88

62
95
59
92
72
77
93
65
50
45
55
35
45
44

GA
49
65
78
38
~45
71

75
66

65
74
83
~
b3

81
50
72
133
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Wildcat icemen breeze -past Bowdoin, 10-3.
By Lee Hunsaker

·· Frank Roy picked up the first on

The UNH hockey team made it
eight wins out of the last nine
games and upped its overall record to 12-7-0 as the Wildcats ·
dumped Bowdoin College, the
number one team in Division II,
10-3 last night at Snively Arena.
Three Wildcats, Bob Gould, Jon
Foqtas and John Normand, each
tallied two goals to lead the rout.
Five goals in the second period
by UNH put the game out of
reach as the score was 9-1 after
two.
UNH's Bob Gould wasted little
time scoring the first of four first- ·
perioµ UNH goals at 1 :28, tucking
home a Jon Fontas pass from the
corner.
Fifty-eight seconds _later, Bob
Francis upped the lead to 2-0 as
he took a Dana Barbin oass at '
center ice, turned the defense,
and labelled a wrist shot past the .
stick side of Bowdoin goaltender
Rob Menzies.
For the next 11 minutes, both
teams traded penalties and power plays, yet neither was able
to capitalize. The Cats held the
Polar Bears shotless on two power play situations, but were stymied themselves on three separate occasions by the determined
Polar Bears, who have allowed
only six power play goals in 57 attempts.
Mike Carman brought Bowdoin
to within one when he stuffed the
puck under Wildcat goalie Ken
Lorance, but UNH retaliated with
goals by Francis and Bruce
Crowder to close out the first
period at 4-1.
The second period was all UNH
as the Cats tallied five times
while holding Bowdoin scoreless.

a Ralph Cox rebound midway
through the period.
Fontas pocketed his second on
a breakaway after receiving a
pass from defr:nseman Sean Coady deep in the UNH zone. One

minute lat~r, it was Gould again UNH had outshot Bowdoin, 37-12.
Charlie Holt also sat down Cox,
on a ~~play of his first goal.
In the third period, with UNH Gould and Terry Flanagan.
With less than four minutes left leading 9-1 and the game obviousTom St. Onge rounded out the
in the period, John Normand en- ly out of hand, both teams scoring for UNH, scoring betered into the scoring scene with switched goalies. Bowdoin went , tween goals by Carman and Paul
two goals only 48 seconds apart. with Bill Provencher and UNH Devin for Bowdoin.
Bv the end of the second oeriod. · with Greg Moffett. Wildcat coach
For UNH, the game came at a
good time as the team had been
playing pressure hockey to move
up to seventh place in the ECAC,
where it presently stands.
''There was no pressure tonight," sajd Fontas. "It felt good
just to get out there and just play
some hockey. They're not a bad
team. We just caught them flat,
that's all."
''The first two periods were as
well played as we have-all year in
moving the puck," said Holt.
"Just unbelievable. What else
can I say?"
ThP non-nivision;:11 game

1

Wr!S

more a meeting of old friends
than it was a contest between two
top eastern hockey powers.
Holt matched wits for the eleventh year against Polar Bear
mentor Sid Watson, while Gould
went against a former Jr. B.
· teammate in goalie Menzies.
Thursday, UNH travels to Canton, N.Y. to hook up with St. Lawrence, looking to extend its present Division I winning streak of
four. After that comes Yale on
Saturda_y at Snively.
,
Cat Tales: One of the referees
.
for the Bowdoin game was Mike
. Gilligan, the head coach for Sa,t.J
lem State. He came up to scout
Bowdoin from the stands, but in
the end, he viewed the Polar
Bowdoin goaltender Rob Menzies stops a shot by . UNH's .Jon Fontas (right) during · Bears from ice level when the regular refs didn't show ... Bruce
last night's game, but Wildcat forward Frank Barth (8) is ready for the rebound. Crowder said it was ''one of the
( Brenda Cooperman photo)
bes_t reffed games we've had."

•..
;_=: ...

.

Hoopsters fall, 90-55;

Hoopwoinen ·

host Catamounts next

take two

•
low 12.6 points per game average
ID
belies the junior's ability. "His
average 1sn 't too high, ' ' said SalzLast night the UNH women's
berg, "but we've had very babasketball team played "near
lanced scoring all year."
perfect basketball," according to
Kern, who "didn't have a ·good
coach Cecilia DeMarco beating
weekend" against UMaine, acBridgewater, 82-59.
cording to Salzberg, threw in 25
It was the Wildcats' second win
points in the second halfof Saturin as many outings. They deday's game.
feated Maine Friday by a score of
The fact that Vermont starts
64-39. UNH's record now stands
three freshmen has something to
at 4-3.
do with the way the season has
Junior Kathy Sanborn threw in
gone for the club, according to
23 points and had five assists in
Salzberg. "They've played some
the Bridgewater contests. "It
very good games, but they've
was the best game I've ever seen
played like freshmen," said SalzUVM struggling
her play," said DeMarco.
berg.
The Wildcats shot 59 percent in
"They're having their probThe UNH basketball team will lems," said UNH coach Gerry
the game, and held a 49-34 lead at
try to regroup in time to take on Friel of the Catamounts. "The sihalftime.
the struggling Vermont Cata- tuation is very similar to ours .
Freshman Donna Couture had
.mounts in the next-to-last home They've had some good wins, yet
14 points in the contest, thi~d be~game of the season tomorrow . they've lost some games they
hind Sanborn and sophomore Sue
night (game time: 8- p.m.) at shouldn't have."
Duffy, who had 17 points and nine
Lundholm Gym.
rebounds. It was Couture's fourth
Along with Kern, Friel sees seUVM will come into tomorrow's nior Kevin Kelly as the key to the
game in which she scored in dougame with a 7-11 record. In one Vermont attack. "Kelly is young,
ole figures.
of the biggest upsets of the year, and he's got good ability," said
the Catamounts beat Ohio State Friel. Kelly has missed several
early in the season. Vermont is games since badly spraining an
Poor shooting
coming off a pair of weekend ankle early in January, but is exlosses at the hands of UMaine· at pected to play against the Cats toOrono.
morrow.
Though the Cats shot a scorch"We play very well at times,"
ing 61 per cent 1J . · 1-ie first half of
said UVM head coach Peter SalzStags walk away
last night's game, such was not
berg. "Right now we're strugthe case in the UMaine contest.
gling. Based on the way things · On Sunday, heavily favored
are going now for both clubs, it Fairfild opened up a 19-9 lead
Although the Wildcats took
should be a helluva game."
with 13: ?_5 left to play in the first UNH's Keith Dickson swats away a shot by Fairfield's
high percentage shots, the ball
Kim Fisher (24) during action in Sunday's game. UNH
The Catamounts' lead scorer is
didn't seem to drop where it was
lost, 90-55. (Art lllman photo)
suppo~ed to 7 accordinj to UNH
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seven-foot center Mike Kern. His
Coach Cecelia DeMarco. "Our
shooting was poor,"
said
' DeMarco. "The good percentage
shots just weren't going in. But
Wildcats scored four goals in the
By Gerry Miles
Friar Connie Richer deflected goals by Menard and Bryant who the important thing for us to do
It was a second encounter of first two minutes and then rallied home a shot through a screen . had her third hat tric~ in as many was to keep taking good shots.''
the worst kind for Providence for three more to take a 7-2 lead to put Providence on the board, games) put the game out of
After a slow start, the shooting
College Saturday night as Moe at the end of the first period.
but Morin came right back with reach. Friar Dawn Accrino paid off. UNH led 28-20 at the
Kathy Bryant got the first of her second tally on a replica of added a single goal, but the half, and in the second half,
Morin, Kathy Bryant and Melissa
White each scored hat tricks as her three after a shot by defense- the first. Morin got the coveted Friars were still down by six, UNH's shots dropped through the
the UNH women's ice hockev women Dina Engalichev was "trick" at the end of the third 9-3.
hoop from just about anywhere
team (now 8-0) easily defeated the stopped and White fed Bryant period on a two-on-one break with
Melissa White registered two on the court.
Friars 13-4 in Snively Arena. in front for the score.
co-captain Liz Coleman.
· third-period goals for her second
"It was really important that
Moe Morin then scored when
The first - encounter was in
"Liz and I have been practicing hat trick in as many games and the guards kept shooting, at least
Providence last semester, in she found Carol Menard pass in that all year," said Morin. "She Morin got one for her first hat for the sake of rebounds," said
· which the Wildcats scored two front of PC goaltender Cindy gave me a . perfect pass back in trick. Rita Hodgman scored for sophomore
center
Karen
third-period goals to win in a , Mellon and fired it past Mellon's front and I just put it home. She the fourth goal Providence.
Boulton. Boulton accumulated
pads. Gail Griffith then netted 010 au the work."
come-from-behind effort, 5-4.
Not all the work was done by most ,of the ~ldcats' first half
The tempo of Saturday's game two perfect goals within 23
The UNH scoring barage subpoints. She finished the game
was set right away when . the seconds to widen the gap to 4-0
sided in the second period, but HOCKEY, page 19
with 13 points and 11 rebounds.
By Tom Lynch

For awhile, it looked like a rerun of last Saturday's UNH-Boston University encounter, with
the Wildcats charging from behind to get back into the game at
halftime.
But the Cats couldn't keep up
the pace that broughit them to a
35-35 halftime tie with Fairfield
Sunday, and ended up losing their
fourteenth game of the season
against four wins, 90-55, at the
hands of the number two team in
New England.

Hat tricks keep contlng; icewoinen stay perfect a~ 8-0

a row

